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The Concordance Base material for 2nd Letter of John 
     (Issue: 20 Feb 2011)    1st Rev. 17 May 2014     2nd Rev. 01 May. 2016    3rd Rev. 30 Nov. 2021 
 
The Aim of this document is to:- 

1.  Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds. 
2.  Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today. 
3.  Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us. 
4.  Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates. 
5.  Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study. 
6.  Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere. 
7.  To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus,  repudiates  “Religion”. 
8.  To  entirely remove all  “mystique and mystery”  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”. 
9.  To  cause vociferous debate  and thus,  bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject! 

The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this most faithful translation. 
 

The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  “wise and 
sophisticated”  supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance,  even more so today! 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  “master”  
religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question James makes in his letter/epistle. 
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 
Warning = injurious to the  health/wellbeing  of a human. 

Note:  A couple of examples termed  “prophecies”  are more like  “words of advice to yield a result”  but given to keep the 
headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter. 
The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 17 “allegories” to the 18 stated or that a  “reasoning”  should be 
classified as an  “instruction”  (and likewise with the other headings) –  but they have been given to expose the many 
examples buried within the text,  enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth 
of material given for our consideration! 
Furthermore,  I include  “one liners”  as  “parables”  under the strict definition of parable  (as “a comparison”) because 
these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by  worldly Christian leaders, 
 

The Thrust of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is twofold,  firstly it is directed to  elect/select  144000 
(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,  
requiring  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Future World Leaders.  This is a special grouping of people  (1Pet.2v9, 
Isa.66v8)  proven  to have  precisely imitated Jesus Christ  (to the very best of their ability)  during the following Gospel 
Age,   that only  God/Yahweh  knows how long it shall be,  Matt.24v36  because of Matt.20v23.   Secondly,  “The Real 
Gospel”  teaches The World in fine detail of the future  “New World Order”  of The Millennium and how  all  resurrected 
people of the last some 6000 years  can  be personally successful as  “The Late Adopters” within its  “new operating 
procedures”.  This  “New System”  cannot  occur now  but will  only  occur  when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected 
individuals from out of The Gospel Age.   Presently,  religious leaders who  were/are  false to this duty  were/are  those 
who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees  prior to JC’s ministry and the  worldly Christian Leaders  after JC’s 
ministry.  The Religious Leaders are instructed to set  “The Correct Example”  (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow,  except the religious leaders 
imitate them,  by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires!   People spiritually inhabiting The World 
of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards  are completely ignored  by Yahweh,  they form  no active part in  
bringing forth  The Millennium that finishes  “The 2nd Part”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  (to 
complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  Luke.4v19 – see glossary).  Thus,  the vast majority of allegories and 
prophecies in The Bible have  no relevance to worldly people of today –  being true on both sides of the equation! 
The allegories and prophecies of today are  only  specifically related to  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh  by 
having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word.  Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do  “their own  (worldly) 
thing”,  and thus, personally make themselves  “unelectable”  for a place in the 144000 grouping, and thus,  renege on their 
personal  “Contract”  with Yahweh,  which is  “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained”  by means of Anointing! 
People outside the 144000  “Early Adopters”  will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become 
progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age,  of which very many are being fulfilled  now  at The Gospel Age close,  
because  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is almost complete,  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).    
It is  crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  and gives future options for everyone else. 
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Some important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,      JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)        TC = True Christian (imitates JC)                      CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{...} = one Greek word                                    .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”    =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative, -  meaning it is  so precisely accurate  to enable a near perfect translation back to 
the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern-day translations;  many are 
human interpretations at crucial locations   and thus,  loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more 
accessible high level  (of which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).   
By consequence,  I was forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  
together with exegesis in the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!    
To combat the mass corruption by  charlatan Christian Leaders,  I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within  “God’s 
(named “Yahweh”)  Word”  to expose what  was  truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.   
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 

Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 
Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

John’s  epistle/letter  corroborated by The Old Testament citations  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  

Thus, I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”. 
It will cause much  “heart searching”  and  “consternation”  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us –  there is no escape –  are we prepared to imbue this  “new wine – or do we prefer the old?”  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?”  Matt.12v30. 
 
Important Note   Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are  
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours,  gives freely to  
The Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus,   The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  
is  (1) a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer? -  Then please read on … … -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology –  both  men/women  can be  “Sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules  
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus,  more applicable today,  (2) the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this,  I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
 
 
2nd letter of John:         Issue date:  02 Aug 2007 
     (Revised: 16 Feb. 2011)    2nd Rev. 17 May 2014     3rd Rev. 01 May. 2016     4th Rev. 30 Nov. 2021 
 
Before we start,  I ask the reader to identify the single most important issue John wished to raise within this  epistle/letter, –  it is so 
important that he had to write this letter beforehand,  and the other issues  (v12)  had to wait until he met them face to face! 
 
1st Comment – John states he is an  “Elder”. 
1st Allegory – Elder = A person who is fully mature in  “The Real Faith”  (as deemed by Yahweh to be a TC). 
1st Reasoning – We must understand,  the 1st Century Apostles exhibited their “Real Faith” by proving themselves faithful  
to God’s Word unto persecution from  “The Established Religious Authorities” guarding “their patch”.  Obviously by what 
we have witnessed throughout The Gospel Age shows things have moved  “up a gear”;  the worldly Christian Leaders 
have replaced the  Pharisees/Scribes  and persecuted TCs throughout the last 2000 years  (eg. – William Tyndale). 
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2nd Allegory – Elect/Chosen = People deemed entirely worthy  (by Yahweh)  to become future  “Sons of God”. 
2nd Reasoning – Elect/Chosen  by definition means  “The Best” selected out of a  pool/grouping  of similar entities.  
Clearly the similar entities are people with  “The Word of God”  rather than people without  “The Word of God”.  It is not 
possible to have  “Sons of God”  from out of people  not  Christians –  especially when the apostles teach of many 
Christians failing Yahweh's Desire –  therefore they cannot be chosen –  hence the term:  “Election” out of a pool! 
3rd Allegory – {Lady (of the Lord)}= An Ecclesia beloved by Yahweh it  “delivering something”.  Thus like a mother 
delivering future TCs within its congregation.  TCs are persons imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  as deemed by Yahweh. 
Likewise in prophecy: a  “woman”  by allegory is  “The Means to Deliver (something)”  (see Rev.12v1-4 as an example). 
4th Allegory – Children = Congregational members = people who are  new/weak  in  “The Real Faith”. 
2nd Comment – John states he  {edifying loves}/agapao  this specific lady that operates truthfully in  “The Word of God”. 
3rd Reasoning – John recognises The Elders within this specific ecclesia are driven to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  to be delivering future TCs from the spiritual children within the congregation. 
4th Reasoning – John recognises The Elders within this specific ecclesia are driven to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  to be operating by  word/deed  within the close remit of  “The Word of God”  ( JC’s parousia in them). 
1st Instruction – We Brethren  (Christians)  are to be precisely imitating these elders in our  ministry/lifestyle  so we might 
through our  ministry/lifestyle  bring forth future TCs in our personal sacrifice away from this World of sin.  In this manner 
we  may  (hence, not a certainty)  then be deemed by Yahweh to be  selected/chosen  to become future  “Sons of God”. 
5th 'Allegory' – Love = (sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao”  the highest form of Love being  “love by 
principle”  where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders – I invite their response  to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle” operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1)  and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly, this needs to be explained)  JC commands us  “By principle”  to Love your brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so as a TC,  he/she is  to fully commit their very  existence/being/methodology  of the 1st part 
of their life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  humans,  with no 
encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics –  just as JC clearly showed us –  we are  not  to be of this World). 
2nd Instruction – “The Truth”  is  “The Word of God” given to Mankind over  “Time”  to enable  “personal reform”  by 
hearkening people away from Worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology being  “The Required Route”  to yield a 
perfected society into The Eternity.  God’s Word comprises of both  “part 1  (The Tanakh)”  and  “part 2  (JC righteously 
answering part 1 to righteously make possible  “The Route”  to our personal salvation)”. 
5th Reasoning – “The Word of God”  remains within a TC into The Millennium,  because it is only God’s Word that has 
made our  Kingship/Priesthood  possible within The Millennium by reshaping our mind in the 1st part of our life. 
3rd Instruction – All people of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate from this world of sin to be 
making Yahweh's Desire manifest within  The Environment  (HS)  will agapao people. 
It is by understanding  “The Word of God”  and fulfilling it with fidelity delivers  real  faith in both words and deeds. 
1st Warning – Clearly those people  not  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate from this world 
of sin to be making Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment (HS)  will detest these people and persecute these 
specific individuals proving themselves worthy to be on the  short-list  for election unto a position of Sonship to Yahweh! 
1st Good News – It is by the TCs  staying/remaining  in  The Truth of God’s Word operating within them  by the TCs 
precisely imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  that ensures they will have  guaranteed  everlasting life alongside JCg. 
6th Reasoning – Just because we do not make the position of Sonship does not mean we are precluded from having eternal 
life –  Yahweh in His Righteousness has enabled The Millennium to bring about personal reform that shall then give 
eternal life to all those people who ultimately reform their mindset to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle. 
6th ‘Allegory’ – age/{Messianic Period} = Starts with The Millennium being  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (of 1000 years) 
covered by JC at his death,  to righteously cover us during our personal reform because The Sabbath was made for Man = 
the 7th Day,  where 7th = completeness/perfection  to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire,  which shall then continue into an 
eternity when The Harvest is made between the weeds and wheat at the end of The Growth in the sunlight of God’s Word. 
2nd Good News – Those specific individuals aiming to become TCs shall receive  gifts/favours/benefits,  
compassion/{shown mercy}  having  peace/prosperity/rest  alongside Yahweh and JCg the son of The Father (Yahweh)  in 
The Truth of  “The Word of God”  operating within them delivering  charity/agape  works to edify our neighbour. 
7th Allegory – gifts/favours/benefit = things that are to assist us in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to teach The [real] Gospel)  
being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  pleasing persona,  
extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield more TCs. 
7th Reasoning – Because TCs do precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then Yahweh invites them to the throne of  
gifts/favour/benefit,  that we as TCs, might attain  compassion/mercy  from Yahweh by gaining assistance through His HS. 
4th Instruction – Gifts/favours  operates firstly in our mind that becomes manifest in our deportment.   “The Word of God”  
teaches how we must think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our neighbour 
for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) means we 
have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  
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pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield 
more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs! 
8th Reasoning – Gifts/favour/benefit  are sourced by Yahweh to assist the TC in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to edify other 
people, –  it is not for self-indulgence –  else Satan will always claim someone is good because Yahweh supports them! 
9th Reasoning – Gifts/Favours/Benefits  (and likewise  peace/prosperity/rest)  are twofold.  

1. Having “The Word of God” and  operating with fidelity upon it  shall protect the individual from the hurt that 
comes from following worldly methodology by  self-indulging  upon the legion of lusts sourced by The World. 

2. Having “The Word of God” and  operating with fidelity upon it  shall bring to the TC a  guaranteed  eternal 
future existence alongside  “The Premier Exemplar”  of God’s Word  (JCg)  ruling over “The Inheritance”. 

10th Reasoning – Compassion/{shown mercy}  is twofold  (from  “the specific god”):-  
1. JC as  “The Intercessor/Mediator”  between Yahweh and us,  gave us  ministry/{ransom sacrifice}  to righteously 

enable us  (his creation)  to have a 2 part spiritual + a 2 part physical life in the midst of Yahweh's decree on sin. 
2. Yahweh as The Father and “The Omnipotent Almighty God” chooses to  “turn a blind eye”  to our transgressions 

provided we precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle over our 2 part life  (comprising of 2 parts spiritual, 2 parts physical). 
11th Reasoning – Yahweh Desires future new Sons of God.  Thus,  the TCs making this possible by precisely imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  shall have Yahweh offering  gifts/favours/benefits  to assist in bringing  brothers/sisters/neighbours  to be 
fulfilling His Desire.  The TCs bring forth the next generation of TCs in their personal sacrifice away from this world. 
2nd Warning – Thus contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders state  (being against what The Bible teaches us), 
Yahweh will  only  give  gifts/favours/benefits  to those specific individuals who precisely fulfil His Desire.  Therefore,  we 
reason,  Yahweh must be ignoring  most  of  worldly Christians –  because they do  not  precisely fulfil His Desire!    
6th Instruction – lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
8th ‘Allegory’ – “Christ/Anointed” = Though it refers to JC,  the connotation is this,  those people achieving this  (as 
determined  only  by Yahweh)  shall be  anointed  by Yahweh into positions of honour,  as Heirs,  over “The Inheritance”. 
3rd Good News – “The Word of God”  operating within a human yields The Truth  (being Yahweh's Methodology)  to The 
World,  exhibited by the TC giving freely for no worldly return the most precious thing – The Knowledge for The World so 
its members might know  why/how  they too can fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (leading to eternal life in a perfect society). 
2John   v1 og The  {(comparative of) older}/{Elder (of the ecclesia)}  (to the) selected/favourite/elect/chosen   
2John   v1 og {(Cyrenian) lady}/{Lady (of The Lord)}  also  to the  children/daughters/sons  (of the) her,   
2John   v1 og whom/which/that [plural]   (emphatic) I/me  agapao/{love by principle}/{edifying love}   
2John   v1 og in  (to the [= within]) truth/verity,   
2John   v1 og also  no/not/none  (emphatic) I/me  (the) merely/alone/only,   but  also  all (persons) 
2John   v1 og the (persons)  {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}  the  truth/verity; 
2John   v1 The Elder (John, a TC and apostle)  to the  chosen/elect  lady  (of the Lord)   also  to her  children,   

whom   emphatic I  (John)   agapao/{love by principle}/{edifying love}  within  the  truth,   
also  not  emphatic I (John)  only,   
but  also  all  the people  {absolutely knowing/understanding}  the  truth; 

 

The Elder  (John, an apostle and original disciple to JC)  to the  chosen/elect  lady   (“The Means”  to yield spiritual offspring  [ideally new TCs]) 
also to her children   (this very small  “true Christian”  grouping truly fulfils Yahweh's Desire,  which is   “To yield the next generation of TCs”), 
within the truth   (“1st Century Christianity”  sourced by Yahweh,  through JC as  “The Word of God”,  and his fleshly body of 144000 TCs … … ) 
whom  emphatic I (John)  agapao/{edifying love}   (John as a TC truly desires to  build-up  these recipients upon God's Word … … ) 
also not  emphatic I (John)  only, 
but  also all the people absolutely  knowing/understanding  the truth   (of  “1st Century Christianity”). 
              (And by implication,  all those religious leaders who are exposed as hypocrites by  “1st Century Christianity”  shall  not  agapao these people!) 
 

We are taught,  John considers himself an Elder,  supporting what I state in 1John;  The Elders  (as recipients of his other letters)  were considered as 
being likely TCs –  to be  possible  future  “Sons of God”.  Unlike our  worldly Christian leaders errantly assigning humans to be  “saints”  on the 
fraudulent presumption they are to be future  “Sons of God”  ignoring what we are  distinctly told  in The Bible - 

1. Only  Yahweh will decide who are certainly to be His Sons – and no one else  (including JC,  Matt.20v23, etc.). 
2. No person can intercede on our behalf unto Yahweh except JC  (and certainly  not  dead people = a form of  heathen  ancestor worship)! 

(Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5, Heb.8v6) 
3. We are not to gain out of spiritual edification – certainly worldly churches do gain  “filthy lucre”  from out of the  “sainthood”  business! 

John speaks of the Cyrenian ecclesia as a lady –  figuratively  “a beautiful lady”  in the midst of Yahweh,  mothering spiritual children  in  “The Real 
Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  laid down by the Apostle John. 
John speaks of his  agapao/{edifying love},  which means his mind is driven to edify this ecclesia in The Truth of  “The (real) Word of God” –  being the  
accurate  knowledge of  “The Real Gospel”  of which this website conveys –  being the  “1st Century Christianity”  lost from The Nations for over the last 
some 1900 years,  of which I have rediscovered through over 50,000 personal hours studying The New Testament relative to The Old Testament. 
Again,  to be stated,  everyone  {absolutely  knowing/understanding}  “The Real Faith”,  driven to put into practice with fidelity what they know,  
demonstrating an unfeigned agapao towards their  brethren/sisters –  to guide  “The Brethren/Sisters/Neighbours”  so they too might know  why/how  to 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
2John   v2 og through (reason of)  the  truth/verity   [being “Yahweh’s  Means/Route  to ultimately yield Mankind’s Salvation”] 
2John   v2 og the (truth)  staying/remaining/abiding/dwelling/enduring/standing/continuing  in  {to [= within] us},   
2John   v2 og also  {amid/together/with (meta)}  {of/from us}  {shall be}/{come to pass}  into/unto   
2John   v2 og the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}, 
2John   v2 through reason of  the  truth  staying/remaining/enduring  {within us},   

also  (it)  {shall be}  together/with   {of us}  unto  the  age/{Messianic period}. 
 

Through reason of the truth   (being  “The Accurate Knowledge”  sourced by Yahweh to yield Mankind’s Salvation into The Eternity … … ) 
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staying/remaining  within us   (assiduously aiming to become TCs,  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
also  (it [truth])  shall be  together/with  us unto the  age/{Messianic period}.   (When “we”  truly imitate JC,  then this will occur.) 
 

Just as John states in a continuation from the previous verse - 
Having  agapao/{edifying  love}  for our  brethren/sisters  and neighbours means  “The Truth remains in us”  as John carefully explained in 
1John.2v20-29, 3v18-24  displayed in agape –  to edify the mind of the recipient  (in how to truly fulfil Yahweh's Desire) . 

Thus,  we understand  “The Truth”  “will stay”  “within us”  TCs  (and those people actively aiming to become TCs)  being  “The Individuals”  who are 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  through the  “{occupational effort}/works/labours”  of which TCs freely give  (simply = with no strings 
attached)  for  no  worldly return  whatever/whenever/wherever/however. 
“Unto The Age”  means into The Millennium –  where we shall then be under JCg’s rule  (Rev.19v16)  and “The Truth”  shall abound! 

What is  “The Truth”  spoken of here? 
Actually,  this same question was asked by Pontius Pilate in desperation for JC to give an answer  (John.18v38),  which is all rather ironic –  because JC 
had been speaking it for the previous 3.5 years  (and Pilate’s spies had not grasped precisely what it was  [they only reported  “JC was a good man”,  
and hence Pilate's statement   “I find no fault in this man”  likewise at John.18v38, 19v4, 6])! 
Quite simply answered - 

A methodology that yields  “a perfect society”.  
Whose members have imbued  “Yahweh's Methodology”,  to their mutual edification that yields the perfect society throughout its members. 

Likewise,  quite simply stated - 
This has  never  occurred for the last some 6000 years  -  because - 
The members have imbued  “worldly methodology”  sourced by Satan  (Gen.3v1-5),  “to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”. 
Whose leaders only desire “People Control”  (consequence of  “worldly methodology”)  out of whom they might gain more worldly return! 

Where,  it is The World's leaders  (of politics, religion, and commerce)  following this methodology  take  their positions above Mankind  “like gods” 
(John.10v34-35)  and instruct us to follow likewise their methodology.  Therefore,  they will be removed by JCg  (Rev.19v16-21 during the 21st Century). 
Therefore  “The Truth”  tells us:- 

Yahweh's Methodology  will be imposed  upon The World by  “The New leaders”  in The Millennium  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v17),  who proved to 
have  “The Kingdom of this new methodology”  (“edify our neighbour to our own hurt”)  operating within their mind  (Luke.17v21)  as  “The 
Early Adopters”  in the 1st part of their physical life. 

        Moreover,  in the culmination - 
All successful humans have intrinsically changed their  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become the  one/same  as the 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that operating within JCg and Yahweh,  and equally it is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this 
world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”). 

That is  “The Real Gospel”  of which JC and The Apostles taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  giving all  “The Support Structure”  as supplied by  
allegory/prophesy  in the Tanakh,  (hence Mark.1v22, John.7v15, 46, 1Cor.2v7-8, 2Cor.12v1-3, etc.). 
2John   v3 og {shall be}/{come to pass}  {amid/together/with (meta)}  {of yourselves}   
2John   v3 og (the) {pleasing show}/grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit,  (the) compassion/{shown mercy},   
2John   v3 og (the) peace/prosperity/rest  near/beside/with/against/alongside  (of the) God  (of the) Father/Forebear,   
2John   v3 og also  near/beside/with/against/alongside  (of the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
2John   v3 og of the  son  of the  Father/Forbear,   
2John   v3 og in  (to the [= within]) truth/verity  also  (to the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love. 
2John   v3 (It) {shall be}  together/with  your  gifts/favour/benefit,   

the  compassion/{shown mercy},   
the  peace/prosperity/rest  near/alongside  of the  God  (Yahweh)   the  Father  (Yahweh),   
also  near/alongside  the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  
the son  of  The Father,   
within  the truth  also  the  {charity love}/agape. 

 

         (With this agapao operating within yourselves then … … ) 
The  gifts/favours/benefit,  the  {shown mercy}/compassion,  the  peace/prosperity/rest  shall be  together/with  yourselves, 
near/alongside  of the God (Yahweh)  The Father (Yahweh), 
               (Inasmuch,  Yahweh sources  “The Methodology”  that yields His future  [1] Children and  [2] Grand-Children,  all imitating JC.) 
also  near/alongside  the  lord/master,  the Anointed Jesus   (JC set  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  to wholly control our mind for The Anointing) 
the son (JCg)  of The Father  (Yahweh)    (A distinct statement,  “JC[g] is the Son of God”,  JC[g] is  not  “The Almighty God” [Yahweh])  
within the truth  (of “1st Century Christianity” driving the mind)   also the  agape/charity   (in works to  freely teach  “1st Century Christianity”). 
 

John teaches us - 
If  The Truth  (“The Word of God”  to ultimately yield a perfected society)  becomes  accurately  imbued within us so we operate with fidelity 
to what we know,   
Then  we will receive the  gifts/favours/benefits  of expressed  compassion/{shown mercy}  and  peace/prosperity/rest  alongside Yahweh the 
Father.   

This means,  “The Knowledge”  of Yahweh's Methodology  (that shall operate throughout The Millennium)  causes the required internal reform within 
hearkening us to yield these exemplary qualities and benefits.  
Furthermore,,  we shall ideally become TCs and will be alongside JC  (as  “The Word of God”, Rev.19v13),  operates as a  presence/parousia  within 
those very specific people  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  else they do  not  have JC  within/alongside  them! 
Now check your bibles! 

Does your bible make the distinction between the two types of love  (StrongsTM = 25 and 26 respectively)  as shown in v1/v5 and here at v3? 
Do your Christian  leaders/theologians  even know the difference between the two? 

Just ask them! 
Actually,  there  is  a subtle but most profound difference  (correct throughout all of The New Testament;  scholars,  please check it out,  if you please). 
Both versions of the same word root mean  “to edify the other  person/entity”  (ideally to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  at the giver’s  expense/cost/hurt. 
However,  “agapao”  means  “edifying the other entity is spiritually sourced within The Mind  (being the mind’s thought processes)”  based upon  “The 
Word of God”  operating as The Master within our mind  (and we as a slave faithfully fulfil what The Master demands,  Luke.17v7-10 as expected). 
But  “agape”  (expressed as “charity”)  means  “the physical outward manifestation of edifying one’s neighbour”  freely given for  no  worldly return in 
“{occupational effort}/works/labours”  in  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  (by both word and deportment)  so our  brother/sister/neighbour  
might personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Now we understand the difference, –  then we can understand what John is really teaching us here. 
We understand - 

1. We must  not  have our thought processes driven by worldly methodology to gain worldly  things/{self-indulgent “goodies”}  by return. 
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2. If any person has thought processes driven by worldly methodology,  then  he/she  will  not  receive  gifts/favours/benefits  from Yahweh. 
Now we can understand the specific uses of the  “agapao”  and  “agape”  variance –  we can progress further into understanding this verse. 
If we drive ourselves by worldly methodology to gain worldly things –  then we shall  not  receive Godly things  (to nurture our mind, to yield charity). 
Worldly methodology produces an  animalistic/carnal/fleshly  mind that seeks  “The Pleasure” to satisfy  “The Immediacy”  (of emotional desire). 
However,  it is  “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued/inculcated  within a person to become JC’s  presence/parousia  that makes us behave in the  
one/same  manner as did JC.  Therefore,  from our  accurate  and  active  ministry work we shall receive the  gifts/favours/benefits  to assist us in the 
fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire. 
“Gifts/favours/benefits” 
Because we are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire then our  gifts/favours/benefits  shall be several fold - 

1. At the worldly level we escape all the problems sourced by people operating according to worldly methodology upon which to  self-indulge. 
We will not be breaking moral laws – crime and retribution at one level,  problems caused by casual sex at another level – as examples. 

2. Being focussed on precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  means,  worldly temptations are pushed to one side and become  out of mind. 
3. Because we are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  then He will operate within the local environment to assist in our active ministry work to make it 

more fruitful.  If suffering persecution,  then He shall provide a means of escape  (1Cor.10v13). 
4. Finally,  there is the bright future that  perhaps  we might be  “deemed entirely worthy”  for the greatest accolade available to any entity in 

The Universe –  that is,  to become a future  “Son of God”. 
By contrast,  we have our  worldly Christian leaders errantly teaching us - 

This is God’s world,  thereby inferring the practices and things within it are approved by Yahweh –  but The Bible teaches us very differently! 
Yes -  “It is god’s world” – but of  “a pretender god” (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19) –  Satan masks and twists  “The Truth”  to effectively make it  “a lie”.   
That is why the TCs advocate by both word and deed  “The Future World”  being The Millennium,  where JCg will be ruling according to Yahweh’s 
Desire.  This is the agape TCs put in through  “{occupational effort}/work/labours”  to  accurately  teach The World as commanded  (Matt.24v14)  
voluntarily,  for  no  worldly return –  except religious abuse  (as often sourced by those leaders who dislike having their  “hypocrisy”  exposed). 
 “Compassion/{shown mercy}” 
Yahweh first  {agapao/phileo  loved}  (= edifying/attractively loved)  the TCs  (foreknowing their potential)  before they knew anything about Yahweh  
(Rom.8v29, James.1v18, etc.).  JC came to The World and the TCs become  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The New Methodology”  sourced by Yahweh 
through His Mouthpiece  (JC as “The Word of God”).  Thus,  the TCs truly recognise  as displayed in their output,  the compassion JCg had upon his 
creation because he voluntarily forsook his very safe position in the heavens  (within a incorruptible body)  and allowed Yahweh to place his (JCg’s)  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  within a very unsafe fleshly DNA corruptible body  (where  “corruptible”  means  “capable of dying”  =  “annihilation”  
= “non-existence”).  JCg did this to save The World from death  (1John.2v2, 4v14 with no  differentiators/qualifiers/caveats  within those citations,  so 
we should not add anything [Rev.22v18-19]).   
Where our imminent “Death”  has been made to be  “The 1st Death”  (by JC’s Ransom Sacrifice,  hence metaphorically  “asleep” as explained by JC, by 
example John.11v11-15)  and thus giving  all  humans a  second  opportunity to reform in the 2nd part of their “2 part life”  (see glossary)  for everlasting 
life. 
Yahweh is showing  “mercy”  by proposing,  JCg should go through  (1) The Ministry and  (2) Ransom Sacrifice to  righteously  make possible a 
resurrection for all humans so they might learn how to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle for everlasting life.    
“The Early Adopters”  (TCs)  achieved  “The Requirement”  early and thus  are  “deemed entirely worthy”  (by Yahweh)  to become  “The Leaders”  of  
“The New World Order”  alongside JCg in The Millennium,  while  “The Late Adopters”  required the perfected environment of the Millennium to make 
the required personal reform to imitate JC. 
“Peace/prosperity/rest” 
This needs to be explained because it appears to run against the  “trials/tribulations/afflictions”  we are told  will  befall TCs from those people of The 
World feeling threatened  (whose leaders are publicly exposed as “hypocrites”)  by the TC’s righteous lifestyle – that precisely imitates JC’s lifestyle. 

This has everything to do with The Mind rather than The Body.   
The  accurate  Knowledge  (being  “The Word of God”  of which JC/g  was/is)  releases us  (John.8v32, 36)  as  hearkening  individuals,  from the 
stresses of the present day and of the future demise of human civilization  (global warming,  rising sea levels,  lack of food and  clean/pure  resources,  all 
forms of pollution,  selfish grabbing of the last remaining resources,  “tribalisation”  of whatever within nations,  nationalism,  major powers flexing 
their muscle to take what they can from weaker nations, etc.),  because we know,  Yahweh will step in  “before all flesh is destroyed”  (Mark.24v22, 
Mark.13v20)  and save  “the situation”  by replacing this present worldly system  (Rev.19v16-21)  with Yahweh's leaders for The Millennium. 
Also  “good moral behaviour”  means all the social problems spawned from general immorality are removed,  that consequently,  delivers  “rest”  from 
the pressures accruing from social misbehaviour. 
“Prosperity”  does  not  mean  “material prosperity”  as stated by  charlatan Christian leaders in their  “marketing sales spiel”  for personal worldly 
gain,  but rather  “heavenly treasure”  being the  “synapse construction mapping”  of The Mind  (that  “precisely defines us as individuals”,  hence most 
personally valuable “treasure”)  becoming more Christlike,  thus being worthy to be placed within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (1Cor.15v35-55) 
upon the  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  as a future  “Son of God”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 
 
3rd Comment – John states,  he is exceedingly pleased because he has witnessed the children of this ecclesia deporting 
themselves in truth,  “The Word of God”  is  operating within them –  they are following Yahweh's Methodology. 
Allegory – repeat - Children = Congregational members = people who are  new/weak  in  “The Real Faith”. 
7th Instruction – We brethren  (Christians)  actively aiming to become TCs  must be in The Truth,  which means we must 
have  “The Word of God”  operating within us to be precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in  all  that we do. 
12th Reasoning – JC  was/is  “The Word of God”,  thus  if  we operate according to “The Word of God”,  then  we have 
JC’s parousia/presence  within us that shall become his  “coming”  at his 1st 2nd C to collect his bride of 144000 TCs . 
13th Reasoning – We have “The Word of God” operating within us  if  we sacrifice our present  {conscious existence}/soul  
away from the self-indulgent desires that can be fulfilled by operating according to this present world’s methodology.  
We are to dedicate our lives in the  accurate  ministry for  no  worldly return of  whatever/wherever/whenever/however  to 
accurately  educate our fellow  brother/sister/neighbour  to understand precisely  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's 
Desire by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so Yahweh shall ultimately achieve His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  
to bring forth The Millennium. 
8th Instruction – The Command we have heard from the beginning is, “we must fulfil Yahweh's Desire” Ecc.12v13-14. 
2John   v4 og (I [John]) {was cheerful}/{calmly happy}/{being well (salutation)}/rejoiced   
2John   v4 og much/exceedingly/greatly/chiefly/highest/foremost  because  (I) found/obtained/seen/perceived   
2John   v4 og {from/out of}  of the  children/daughters/sons  (of) thee/thy/thou/you   
2John   v4 og (the) {treading all about}/walking/{deporting oneself}/{occupying one’s life} [plural] 
2John   v4 og in  (to the [= within]) truth/verity,   
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2John   v4 og just/as/that/how/when  (the) {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept   
2John   v4 og (we) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received  near/beside/with/against/alongside   
2John   v4 og of the  Father/Forebear. 
2John   v4 I  (John)   was  exceedingly/greatly  cheerful/happy/rejoiced   

because  I  found/seen  the  children  {from out of}  of you  the  {deporting themselves}/{occupying their life}  within  the  truth,  
just/as/how  the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment  we  {got hold of}/received  near/alongside  of  the  Father  (Yahweh). 

 

I (John)  was greatly cheerful   (John is so pleased God's Word is growing within fertile soil, Matt.13v23) 
because I found the  (spiritual) children from out of you   (this small grouping,  behaving as the spiritual mother yielding her spiritual children)  
(are)  deporting  (themselves)  within the truth   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles  [it is absolutely  not  taught today]), 
just/as  the commandment we grasped  near/alongside  of the Father   (Yahweh sources  “The Requirement”  in  “1st Century Christianity”). 
 

John can see The Fruitage from The Tree  (Matt.7v16-19),  being the ecclesia members,  are  {deporting themselves}/{occupying their life}  in The Truth 
to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  as  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 
Consequently,  John is exceedingly pleased The Elders  (as judged in James.3v1)  of  “The Cyrenian Ecclesia”  are  correctly teaching  “The Word of 
God”  and urging its members to imitate JC  (just as did Paul at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.),  furthermore, these members  are  doing what they can 
in their own  ministry/deportment  of  “The Word of God”  to their neighbours. 
This is  “The Commandment”  -  that we  (fervently aiming to become TCs)  should behave like the apostles and be urging those individuals with  “The 
Word of God”  to be teaching The World as JC  commanded us  (Matt.24v14),  just as he showed us  (Mark.1v38). 
If  our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  behave in this manner  (and by definition,  they do  not  and thus have abdicated their responsibility)  then  
they are  not  deemed by Yahweh to be worthy of “Sonship”.  They become rejected from having a future position of  “Responsibility”  within The 
Millennium as JC taught us at Luke.12v47-48,  16v1-10,  20v16, etc.,  –  and  more-so  the  charlatan Christian leaders,  Luke.16v19-30,  who are 
annihilated). 

Why do I make mention of this? 
Because what is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders is so  far from reality,  having as many holes within its  “unrighteous exegesis”  as a colander – 
based upon  the myths and muses  of some 1700+ year-old doctrine  modified to  appeal/suit  The Worldly Methodology  (the old wine – Luke 5v38-39)  
–  that by contrast,  it requires dedicated people  outside  “The Worldly Religious Establishments”  to pick up  “The Absolute Truth”  and start  
accurately  teaching it to The World before  “The End”  of The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14) in the mid-21st Century CE. 
Actually,  this  accurate  teaching will bring forth the closure of The Gospel Age –  because Yahweh will then have His prophesied 144000 elected  “Sons 
of God”. (Rev.14v1-4).   Please read  “Satan’s desire”  in glossary to understand what is precisely occurring on this planet now! 
Important note  
Yahweh needs 144000  “Sons of God”  as we are told in three places within The Bible (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4) –  and thus this is  not  an allegoric number  
(because as I profusely show elsewhere  no  numbers in The Bible are to be taken as allegoric – see the prophetic visions of Joseph, Daniel, and of John 
in other places of Revelations,  Gen.37v7-10, 40v5-13, 41v25-32, Dan.8v20-22, Rev.17v9-12, etc.).  Neither is it just relative to what The World today 
terms “Israel” –  because it is  relative to what Yahweh calls “Israel”  (see glossary,  and my dissertation  “What does Israel really mean”)  see also the 
thrust of my teaching that thoroughly explains how Yahweh views “Israel” through its 3 Epochs of time.   We must  never  go with  “Man’s 
interpretation”  (being the output of  Christendom as a subset of “Religion”)  but rather,  go with how  “Yahweh views things”  as I copiously explain 
with many given examples in my commentaries. 
 
Allegory – repeat - {Lady (of the Lord)}= An Ecclesia beloved by Yahweh it  “delivering something”.  Thus like a mother 
delivering future TCs within its congregation.  TCs are persons imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  as deemed by Yahweh. 
Likewise in prophecy: a  “woman”  by allegory is  “The Means to Deliver (something)”  (see Rev.12v1-4 as an example). 
4th Comment – John states,  he is not giving the ecclesia a new commandment. 
9th 'Allegory' – Love = (sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao”  the highest form of Love being  “love by 
principle”  where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders – I invite their response  to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle” operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1)  and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly, this needs to be explained)  JC commands us  “By principle”  to Love your brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so as a TC,  he/she is  to fully commit their very  existence/being/methodology  of the 1st part 
of their life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  humans,  with no 
encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics –  just as JC clearly showed us –  we are  not  to be of this World). 
9th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must  agapao/{love by principle to edify}  one another. 
10th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must be driven to best edify their  brethren/neighbour  
so they might know  why/how  they too should fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (through  accurate  teaching/reasoning/exegesis). 
13th Reasoning – Teaching by both  word/deed  must  not  be done in a manner that makes Yahweh’s  
Name/Character/Authority  as a mockery to  sane/reasoning  minds.  Sadly,  we have seen this within certain most self-
indulgent congregations rolling around in the dirt claiming to be  “slain in the spirit”  and speaking gibberish amongst 
themselves!   Do they expect they and the rest of  “The Resurrected World”,  to be doing that sort of thing in The 
Millennium!   Especially its leaders = the 144000 TCs,  when they are  full  of the HS in their teaching program!   
What an absurd thought!   See Heb.5v12-14  as to what we  should personally be doing  if we are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
5th Comment – John states this is not a new commandment: To keep God’s Commandments (almost a quote of Eccl.12v13). 
14th Reasoning – True agapao is best expressed:  To edify one’s neighbour at our own  expense/cost/hurt.  The very best 
way we can edify a human,  is to teach them  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  which for The Gospel Age,  is to become 
acceptable as a future  “Son of God”. 
3rd Warning – Any human claiming to represent Yahweh,  but does anything other than the above,  therefore does  not truly 
agapao their fellow human and thus becomes an “antichrist”  (because JC edified humans to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
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Sadly,  there are millions upon millions of humans being seduced by leaders who are presently  not  fulfilling Yahweh's 
Desire because they do  not  truly agapao their fellow human  (even though they appear to be supposedly  “the most  
wonderful  people/leaders”  by giving to The World what The World wants to hear  [for a fee/tithe])! 
11th Instruction – After that warning – we brethren (Christians)  who  are  aiming to become TCs must fulfil Yahweh's 
Desire,  which is to  hear/respond  by faithfully occupying our life to be precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
12th Instruction – We brethren (Christians)  diligently aiming to become TCs must instruct the recipients of  “The Word of 
God”  to do likewise as we are doing –  to be precisely imitating JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 
15th Reasoning – If we do  not  occupy our lifestyle according to  “The Word of God”  (to be imitating JC by having his 
presence/parousia within us)  -  then we do  not  truly agapao our  brother/neighbour  and therefore they are not receiving 
“The Word of God” from us!   Can the reader understand this logic?   Because it is  not  as our  worldly Christian leaders 
preach by both word and deed –  and therefore they too are  not  operating with  “The Word of God” (JC)  within them. 
2John   v5 og Also  now/present/immediate  (I) {interrogation by request}/ask/beseech/entreat/urge  thee/thy/thou,   
2John   v5 og (the) {(Cyrenian) lady}/{Lady (of The Lord)},   no/not/none  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
2John   v5 og (the) {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept  (the) writing/scribing/engraving   
2John   v5 og {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  (the) new/freshness,   
2John   v5 og but  whom/which/that  (we) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had  off/away/separated/from   
2John   v5 og (of the) beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/ 

/wholly/chief/power/principality/rule/leaders  ,   
2John   v5 og that  (we should/may) agapao/{love by principle}/{edifying love}  {one another}/mutual/together. 
2John   v5 Also  now/presently  I (John)  ask/request/urge  you  {(Cyrenian) lady}/{Lady (of The Lord)}   (The Ecclesia)   

not  writing  {in the manner}/as  the  new  {authoritative prescription}/commandment  {to you},   
but  (the same commandment)  which  we  (TCs)   possessed/had  from  the  beginning,   
that  we  should/may  agapao/{love by principle}/{edifying love}  {one another}. 

 

Also I (John)  now ask you Cyrenian Lady   (a young ecclesia that is producing children to be  new  spiritual TCs  [and fulfilling Yahweh's Desire]) 
not writing in the manner  (of)  a new commandment to you   (as The Ecclesia)  
but  (the same commandment)  which we (TCs)  had from the beginning   (and thus,  you copy what we do, 1Cor,4v16, 11v1, etc.) 
that we should  agapao/{edifying love}  one another   (this means   “Be driven to help each other to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire”.) 
 

John writes to everyone within this ecclesia the standard commandment to  agapao/{love by principle}/{edifying love}  one another  (meaning “The 
Brethren/Sisters”).   
Our  worldly Christian leaders completely misunderstand Yahweh’s righteous teaching and utterly scramble the content in this World with their  “hocus-
pocus exegesis”.  I explain it elsewhere,  but perhaps need to go through it here –  especially with the following context of the next few verses. 

We understand,  “agapao”  means  “to edify our  brother/sister/neighbour  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire so they too might gain guaranteed 
everlasting life”  as a future  “Son of God”.  This is the  very best  any person can do for a fellow human.  Therefore,  if the person doing 
this lays down his/her life  (by sacrificing their life away from the  self-indulgences  yielded by following worldly methodology)  for his/her  
brother/sister  (and neighbour),  then this is  the greatest form  of agapao! 

Now we understand this  is  the very best a human can do to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  then we can start to make sense of what this verse means in context 
–  without the  misinformation  put out by our  worldly Christian leaders  (who demonstrably show they  cannot  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire with the  “near-
rubbish exegesis”  they presently teach regarding  “The Salvation of Mankind”). 

1. JC showed by  ministry/sacrifice  how Yahweh can achieve future  “Sons of God”  (and The World follows at some distance behind). 
2. The apostles precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)  for  no  worldly return  (Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12,  

etc.,  unlike the  “professional”  self-anointed representatives today paid in  whatever/wherever/whenever/however  by worldly return)! 
3. During their ministry work,  the TCs are persecuted by leaders detesting their ministry  (John.15v5-10)  because the TCs expose  “The 

Established Religious Leaders’ hypocritical  ministry/lifestyle”  being far removed from  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC. 
4. “The Established Religious Leaders”  prefer  not  to reform their lifestyle – and thus choose the next option which is to remove  “The Irritant”  

from their side by killing them  (John.11v47-53, 16v1-4, Matt.26v4).  This has occurred throughout history and not much has changed today –  
perhaps character assassination is used instead,  or injunctions through the law courts –  or some other suchlike tool might be used.  

5. This is interesting because – “The Established Religious Leaders”  claiming to represent Yahweh should  “agapao their  brothers/sisters”  in  
“The Real Faith”,  but rather,  they endeavour to kill them!   Contrary to John’s premier instruction!   What would Yahweh think of that?! 

6. Now we understand what is occurring at one layer, –  then we can rationalise what John states regarding  “the life of a TC”. 
7. TCs go out of their way by  sacrificing their life  away from what this World might indulge them.  They sacrifice their life by precisely imitating 

JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return,  to  accurately  edify their  brethren/sister/neighbour  to know  why/how  they too might fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire  (that for them also,  is to exactly copy JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by becoming the next generation of TCs)   This progressively 
brings forth ever-nearer  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  to be elected from out of The Gospel Age. 

8. Obviously by imitating JC,  then TCs will not hold grudges against those people doing them ill –  but  nowhere  in The Bible does it instruct 
TCs to  “forgive”  those people who do  harmful/hurtful  things and are  not  personally repentant afterwards about their misdeeds!    
However,  we  are  instructed to  {edifying love}  our  enemy/evildoer.  Our hapless  worldly Christian leaders completely scramble this 
knowledge to  “unrighteous nonsense”  in their  minds/sermons –  because they do  not  understand it –  nor Yahweh’s  righteousness! 

9. A TC is  not  instructed to  “forgive”  an enemy  unless  the evildoer repents –  then  the TC  must  forgive.  Therefore until  “the repentance”  
is forthcoming,  the TC holds themselves  “open for a possible repentance”  by the evildoer.   Perhaps the evildoer might see the righteous 
nature of the TC,  and this could cause reflection to yield unto repentance –  and thus come to  “The Knowledge”  of The Lord.  This does not 
mean that the TC should harbour a grudge  (while the evildoer remains unrepentant)  – absolutely not, – but we are to remain absolutely 
neutral and allow Yahweh to intervene as He deems fit. 

10. However the TC must always be in the position to reconcile differences  (after  “the enemy”  thoroughly repents)  and in this manner the TC 
agapao  (and always has done)  his enemy because the TC will always be ready to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  without partiality  
(Matt.22v16, Acts.10v34, etc.) –  thereby enabling  “the once evildoer”  a possible route to become a future  “Son of God”  (1Tim.1v12-15). 

Hopefully this explains what John means,  and also explains what  “forgiveness”  means when applied to a  brother/sister,  and not to an evildoer. 
As the reader notices it is  not  the  inaccurate  wish-washy  and  unrighteous  farcical teaching as given by our  worldly Christian leaders! 

Interestingly,  our  worldly Christian leaders try to justify fighting in a war, –  how can that be acceptable in God’s Word as given by JC? 
However,  a TC would never fight in a war –  because it contradicts God’s Law! 
Thus,  we might ask   Who truly represents Yahweh and consequently becomes as “an angel” from Yahweh sourcing  “The Word of God”? 

“Their exegesis”  just wallows in mire of contradiction and confusion! 
I write like this –  because I want the reader to  open up the mind –  because we must be  thinking for ourselves  based upon God's Word! 
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2John   v6 og Also  this/that (specifically)  (it) is  the  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love,   
2John   v6 og that  (we may/should) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}   
2John   v6 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
2John   v6 og the  {authoritative prescriptions}/commandments/injunctions/precepts  (of the) him [Yahweh].   
2John   v6 og This/That (specifically)  (it) is  the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept,   
2John   v6 og just/as/that/how/when  (you) heard/listened/understood/responded  off/away/separated/from   
2John   v6 og (the) beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/ 

/wholly/chief/power/principality/rule/leaders,   
2John   v6 og that  in  {to [= within] her/it/same}   
2John   v6 og (you may/should) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}. 
2John   v6 Also  this specifically  it is  the  agape/{charity love},   that   

we  may/should  {deport ourselves}/{occupy our lives}  according  to  His  (Yahweh’s)   {authoritative prescriptions}/commandments.   
This specifically  it is  the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment,   
just/as/how  you  heard/responded  from  the beginning  (of our teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  to you)   
that  you  may/should  {deport yourself}/{occupy your life}   {within  it/same}. 

 

Also this specifically is the  agape/charity   (being expressed within our life  [best done by  imitating JC’s ministry/deportment]  … … ) 
that we should deport ourselves according to His (Yahweh's)  commandments   (“Commandment”  means   “Do it”). 
This specifically is the commandment   (precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [driven by spiritual agapao, mind,  yielding physical agape, work]) 
just/as  you heard from the beginning   (of our teaching  “1st Century Christian”  freely given to you, to yield agapao delivering agape in our works) 
that you are to deport yourself within it   (“The Knowledge”  -  by  [1] learning it,  [2] assaying it,  [3] operating with fidelity to it   [= Real Faith]) 
              (“The Knowledge”  comes from a Good Bible and TCs;  it absolutely does  not  come from  “professional”  “Leaders of Religion”,  Matt.6v24) 
              (A “Good Bible”  is a translation pre-1950 CE;  modern bibles are  faulty/twisted  worldly interpretations,  one of the  worst  being the NIV!) 
 

John states it is not a new commandment –  
We are to keep  “The Commandments of God”  (Solomon said likewise at Eccl.12v13 –  thus this is not new)! 

If  we do not keep Yahweh’s commandments as precisely given in The Bible,  then  we become  “lawless”  (as JC warned, Matt.7v20-22),  an outlaw  (see 
my commentaries at Rev.22v14-15)  to what Yahweh desires  (that ultimately is to precisely imitate JC in both word and deportment).   
Therefore,  when we  examine ourselves by audit  against  “The Word of God”  we might ask ourselves -   

“Do we precisely imitate JC in our  works/deportment?”   
(For us to conduct an intelligent and meaningful audit means we must  first thoroughly know our subject matter!  -  Do we know The Bible?) 

Miracles are  not  required,  because we are  not  given to perform miracles  neither  are we to  “feign miracles” as is done today by many  charlatan 
Christian Leaders for a  “large expectant crowd”  -  because this  is  lawlessness  (Matt.7v20-22)  
Supposedly having Yahweh as a  “puppet on a string”  doing our bidding –  in direct contravention to what JC said at Matt.4v7. 
The miracles of JC and  The 1st Century Apostles did not  “half work” (by a placebo effect),  or some  “not work at all”  (because the recipient 
supposedly “had too little faith”,  as I have heard stated at these events put on by  charlatan Christian leaders  scamming  The Devotees), –  but the real 
miracles that occurred precisely as intended  (see my dissertation on  “faith healing”  located on this website).  We can understand such individuals 
claiming such  “supposed powers”  do  not  represent Yahweh  (being of His Character and Authority)  but are  self-indulging outlaws  fulfilling their 
own desires  (being the worldly return)  outside  (and thus  not connected)  to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire  (see next v7-8 in context). 
Perhaps by audit,  we might ask ourselves (about the actions of certain Christian Leaders)    

How does this activity really fulfil Yahweh’s Desire?   How does this activity bring forth Mankind’s Salvation into The Eternity? 
Does the reader know  “What is Yahweh’s Desire”  that is to be fulfilled?    -   Why not? 
Whose desire is this activity really fulfilling  (Because it is certainly not Yahweh’s Desire)! 
Why is this activity really being done  -  for whose benefit? 
Charlatan Christian leaders can seemingly “dial-up a couple of miracles a week”!   
           (By contrast it was about one miracle per apostle per ten years in Acts of The Apostles  -  that surely tells us something!) 
JC showed what it is to be like in The Millennium  to validate his teaching  –  what is the context today? 
JC also said after the personal miracles of healing,  the recipients must not publicise the healing –  the  opposite  to what occurs today! 
Why should Yahweh support these charlatans mincing His Word within a  lawless behaviour? 
If  Yahweh does not intervene elsewhere –  then  why should He intervene with people who do things that JC did  not  perform? 

Beware of false worldly teaching given by our  worldly Christian leaders exclaiming Yahweh operates in this World –  being The World’s present  
sickening operation  (Rom.8v22, examine what JC taught on this subject [John.14v17, 30, 15v17-21, 17v14-17, 18v36],  also the apostles 2Cor.4v4, 
1John.5v19).  These  worldly Christian leaders suggest this preposterous and wholly unvalidated suggestion,  because they follow the same  self-
indulgence  as sourced by Satan (2Cor.11v13-15)!  

Inasmuch they desire to be  “The Conduit to God” –  implying  “God works through them”  so you  “come to us … … and we can help you!” 
Yes!  “We can help you out of  money/adoration/etc.”   “By scamming  off you …  in the process of  …  you coming to us!”   (Acts.20v29)   

This activity suits Satan’s  one/same  desire because it taints  “The Perfect Yahweh”  with the sickening mess this World presently lies within –  thereby 
slandering Yahweh’s Character/Authority  within the minds of  sane/reasoning  people –  and thus sadly,  they ignore Yahweh because of the witnessed 
shenanigans of leaders who claim to come in JC’s “name”,  but certainly  not  his  “character or authority”!     Many of whom –  have the  “supposedly 
wonderful”  worldly paper doctorates to  “presumably qualify”  them for this position!   Noting what was said of JC and The Apostles’ qualifications to 
teach  (John.7v15, Acts.4v13,  publicly recognised at Mark.1v22)  indirect contrast to  “Professional Religious Leaders”  at Matt.23v15. 
It must be made perfectly clear to the reader - 

Yahweh  only  works within this World  through His  144000 TCs  (and those other people fervently trying to become TCs during the 2000 
year Gospel Age)  who demonstrably show themselves to be precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Yahweh works through  no  other 
human,  else logically,  what JC as  “The Word of God”  taught by both word and deed descends into  “unrighteous chaos”  (“lawlessness”) –  
the  “righteous exegesis”  collapses  (of which our worldly Christian leaders must not care –  else  they would reason it out for themselves 
and start practising it themselves.   

I therefore deduce,  “worldly return”  comes first  (Matt.6v24),  hence becomes  “fraud”  to what  “The Word of God”  means!  
I might later draft a long dissertation on this explaining in precise detail where both sets of inductive reasoning take us  (obviously supported 
by extensive  Bible  quotes,  unlike that given by Christian scholars preferring to quote  worldly  sources in their dissertations and sermons). 

Let me now expand the reasoning by us understanding  why  JC driven by  “unfeigned agapao”  yielded  “unfeigned agape”. 
I only need to repeat what I wrote at v3 regarding “agapao” and “agape” because it unlocks what The Apostles are teaching us in their letters –  all this 
low level and critical information is lost in our  inept  (= unprofessional)  translations of The Bible  (in this and numerous other important aspects)! 
I quote - 
Now check your bibles! 

Does your bible make the distinction between the two types of love  (StrongsTM = 25 and 26 respectively)  as shown in v1/v5 and here at v3? 
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Do your Christian  leaders/theologians  even know the difference between the two? 
Just ask them! 

Actually,  there  is  a subtle but most important difference  (correct throughout all of The New Testament;  scholars,  please check it out,  if you please). 
Both versions of the same word root mean  “to edify the other  person/entity”  (ideally to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  at the giver’s  expense/cost/hurt. 
However,  “agapao”  means  “edifying the other entity is spiritually sourced within The Mind  (being the mind’s thought processes)”  based upon  “The 
Word of God”  operating as The Master within our mind  (and we as a slave faithfully fulfil what The Master demands,  Luke.17v7-10 as expected). 
But  “agape”  (expressed as “charity”)  means  “the physical outward manifestation of edifying one’s neighbour”  freely given for  no  worldly return in 
“{occupational effort}/works/labours”  in  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  so our  brother/sister/neighbour  might personally fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire. 
Now returning to this verse  
Repeating John  (and myself)  -  The Commandment is - 

To fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
But ……………………… ! 

Surely the commandment is that   “We are to agapao one another”! 
I deliberately wrote it like this –  to explore within our minds  precisely  what John is  really  teaching us –  because worryingly and fraudulently,  our 
very  worldly Christian leaders have spun this word  “love”  around to mean  “all things  to  all  people”! 

Therefore,  I am trying to determine  precisely what is being taught in The Bible  out of the present  “pretence and hype”  (perhaps termed   
“smoke and mirrors”)  currently given by both word and deed  (see v7-8 in context)  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 

Let us start with what JC  precisely taught  us at Mark.12v29- 31.   
(However,  because I do not trust standard bibles then I quote from my translation and leave the commentary within the verses). 

Mark  12v28-29 og 
Also one of the scribes approaching  (JC)  hearing/knowing  of their  (JC/Sadducees)  disputing/debating, 
because  seeing/understanding  he (JC)  had answered  well/worthily  to them  (Professional Leaders of Religion) 
(then)  he (scribe)   (honestly)  inquired/questioned  him  (JC): 
  “What commandment is the  foremost/chief  of all   (the commandments)?” 
And Jesus answered to him  (scribe): 
  “Because the  foremost/chief  of all the commandments: 
  You hear/hearken/respond  Israel   (of both 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel,  and then on to  “The Resurrected World”  [as the 3rd Epoch of Israel]) 
  The  Lord/Master,  The Specific God of us   (“us” being only applicable to those  people/entities  who  “hearken”  [by definition]) 
  He/It  is the  one/singular  Lord/Master   (The One  Omnificent/Omnipotent  Almighty God of The Universe  [to rule our Minds]). 

JC is  not  speaking to Israel! 
What do I mean?     Because JC has just said, he is asking Israel to  hear/hearken! 

We must realise: 
JC  is only  speaking to  The New Spiritual Israel  (to call out by election the 144000 TCs from  The Christian Nation  [being mostly New Fleshly Israel]). 

JC knows  “The Old Fleshly Israel” (Jews) collectively will  not  listen to him  (except the  few  “Early Adopters”),  thus he is speaking  to us in our time during The Gospel 
Age.   JC is going out by invitation to  “The Larger Audience”  to specifically draw out the TCs who will work continuously during the 1st part of their physical life to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire within them through the  “assay periods”  of which The World will bring to their door  (being their  individual  specific  “Great Tribulation”  [Rev.7v14]).   

It is specifically  the TCs who will listen  and be  awakened/roused/resuscitated  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  occurring at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  to become The Sons of 
God. 

Thus,  we read the index pointer is referenced to His future Sons  (as JC is presently  “The Son of God”  referenced to this planet)  and thus we comprehend  “The Specific 
God”  (stated as  “ho theos”)  directly points to Yahweh. 
Mark  12v30 og 

Old Testament reference located at Deut.6v4-5. 
Also you shall  agapao/{edifying/love}  The  Lord/Master,  “The God of you”   (“de-facto”  -  irrespective if  you/we  hearken,  or not)  
from/out  of  completely/all  of your  heart/{seat of motivation} 
also  from/out  of  completely/all  of your  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}, 
also  from/out  of  completely/all  of your  cognition/thought/understanding, 
also  from/out  of  completely/all  of your  forcefulness/steadfastness/strength/ability. 
This is the  foremost/chief  command. 

To a TC  this commandment is paramount,  and thus TCs are  always  carrying out  continual self-assessment  upon their daily activities to ensure to the very best of their 
ability they  actively  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of them,  almost to CDS  (compulsive “disorder” syndrome).   
It is difficult for them,  they are human and have  “worldly pulls”  upon them,  but what  separates  them from  “worldly  Christians”  is,  they  always  try their utmost to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire  (to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  and further:  

If they fail,  they become deeply apologetic and often work  “over-time”  to make amends  over and above the original offence. 
We saw this with the converted tax collectors returning more than they took,  and equally with Paul’s excessive ministry work.  His previous heinous actions before his 
conversion were a constant source of pain to him for the rest of his life,  and this realisation drove him so hard through the shipwrecks,  beatings,  jailing (2Cor.11v24-28)  –  
only to  accurately  spread  “The Word of Yahweh”  to the nations.  He reformed to become a most wonderful human and eminently worthy to be called a TC,  of which he 
claimed of himself at the end of his life in 2Tim.4v6-8,  and a person whom I would call a 5+ talent-loaded steward  (Matt.25v20-21). 
Important Note: 

This is  not  a  “Group Exercise”  -  it is  “Entirely Personal”! 
We  cannot  supposedly  “subcontract”  this requirement off to  The Church Leader’  or “Group”  by means of  “worldly return”  for two reasons:- 

1. It is a  personal responsibility  to  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  to aim for  “The Ideal Goal of Sonship”. 
2. It is almost an absolute  certainty  your Church Leader does  not  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and is most likely to be “worldly”. 

Thus,  we  cannot  and  should not  rely upon our leader to  “carry the can”  for us  (during our required  “purification process”) -  because almost certainly  he/she  is  
rejected  by Yahweh  (for “Sonship”)  as many of JC’s parables and illustrations  clearly teach us! 
The  only  reason why  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders presume to  “carry the can”  on our behalf is that they want a  “worldly return”  of whatever  
(money/pension/glory/leverage/etc.,)  for doing so,  by being the supposed conduit to “God”  (and tithe us on the way)!   This is  not  the correct mental material to rule The 
Resurrected World in The Millennium. 

This  “worldly leader attitude”  is  not  what JC,  or the 1st Century Apostles taught by both word and deed! 
Mark  12v31 og 

Old Testament reference located at Lev.19v18. 
Also the second  (commandment)  it is similar: 
  You shall  agapao/{edifying love}  your neighbour as yourself. 
Not there is a  different/other  commandment greater  (than)  these  (two stated commandments). 

Thus, there we have it!  –  These are what I call the  “Two Laws of JC”  (though he repeated what was taught in the Tanakh). 
It is these specific  Two  Laws/Commands  that drive the mind in  “agapao”  to produce righteous works  (“to edify the recipient to our own hurt”). 
It was these Two Laws operating within JC’s mind that enabled JC to surpass  “The Law of Moses”,  to be declared righteous  (Rev.5v2)  and thus become resurrected to 
present  “The Undeserved Gift” of  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to  all  humans of The World  (irrespective of what they did in the 1st part of their present life,  1John.2v2). 
It is these specific Two Laws that enable some humans now  (during The Gospel Age)  to be considered by Yahweh as TCs who imitated JC as best as they could during the 1st 
part of their physical life and thus to become resurrected like JC -  to become his  “Bride of Christ”  (as The Bible  tells us). 
It will be these specific Two Laws  operating in all the peoples’ minds who are successful in surviving through The Millennium  and thus surpassing  “The Law of Moses”  
given to The World as  “The Required Standard”  of demonstrated Works.  
Precisely as JC told us,  “He did not come to take away The Law of Moses but only to fulfil it” (Matt.5v17-18).   
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This is what he meant: 
To fulfil The Law by being judged as righteous  (Matt.3v15)  therefore in surpassing  “The Law of Moses”  based upon Works,  he was then in the position to 
inaugurate,  “The 2nd Covenant”  (based upon The Mind  [controlling the body giving output – ideally “charity”  of “works”]). 

JC also told us;  “The Law of Moses”  would never be changed because it set the required standard for eternal life.   
Thus, it is the  personal responsibility of individual person  to make “The Change”. 

It is through learning  “Righteousness”  and through the reprogramming of our  own  “synapse construction”  (of our brain)  to form  “our mind”  during The Millennium 
while we learn  “Righteousness”,  but most importantly,  we demonstrate the  “synapse reprogramming”  has been successful  through  visible righteous works.  That process 
yields  “The Late Adopters”. 
However,  for  “The Early Adopters”  then this process comes earlier,  during the 1st part of their physical life by entering the 2nd part of their spiritual life by wholly imbuing  
“The Word of God” and make it grow within their mind  (as a  new  [spiritual] creation/creature  2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, etc.).   
These people desire to take upon themselves  “The Mind”  (the thinking/{thought processes})  of JC by personally reprogramming of their synapse construction  (learn and 
then hearken by doing what has been learnt – else we are  “hypocrites”)! 
This new synapse construction is to be solely built upon the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”.  This produces our new  personality/creature/creation  (Gal.6v15, etc.,)  that 
can only come from an  accurate  source  –  of which,  so very few exist today,  which is why we must  rigorously/vigorously  assay/test/prove  our knowledge,  because sadly 
there is far too much  “Religion”  out there sourced by Satan through Man  (Professional Religious Leaders).   
Naturally,  people are taught by their religious leaders  not  to  test/assay  what is taught,   because else,  the religious leaders shall be exposed as  self-seeking  “Fraudsters”  
behind their smiling facial mask, warm handshake, and comforting cuddle!    

All professional conmen and conwomen give that wonderful smile, “talk the talk,  and act the act”  when they want something off us! 
The bonus of becoming an  “Early Adopter”  to  “The Kingdom of God”  (operating within the person’s mind, Luke.17v21)  makes them  electable/selectable  as TCs to 
become “The  Rulers/Heirs/Inheritors”  of The Millennium  (in the 2nd part of their physical life).  Where Yahweh’s Methodology has been  proven/validated  within their mind  
(during the 1st part of their physical life),  that makes them eligible to rule with this Methodology physically  over the whole Resurrected World  (during the 2nd part of their 
physical life).   These  electable/selectable  people as TCs having proved Yahweh’s Methodology is correctly operating within their minds during the 1st part of their physical 
life,  furthermore,  have proved themselves to The World they truly are  “entirely trustworthy”  as future leaders  (having previously been  “the scum of the earth” 1Cor.4v13). 
So, we realise that it is absolutely  not  to be shown by the vanity of worldly religious works  (pandemic throughout  all  “Religion”)  that are an absolute anathema to Yahweh,  
because these actions only  waste  our active time directed at something,  that in many instances,  just fulfil some duty for self-indulgence  –  or patronises some worldly  
(religious)  establishment!  (Matt.23v23). 

JC was effectively restating Deut.10v12-13 at these two laws of which I call “The Laws of JC”. 
After copying and pasting Mark.12v29-31 together with my commentaries,  we may ask the question - 

So,  what does all this teach us? 
Firstly   There is only  one  God  (Yahweh)  of  “The New Spiritual Israel”  (144000 TCs). 
This means Yahweh becomes  “The Focus”  of all endeavour in these Christians’ lives.  Therefore, we can  only  be speaking of TCs,  because  worldly 
Christians have other  gods/idols  in their lives  (see examples in 1John.5v21 within my local commentary)  to take  some/(most)  of their attention –  
Yahweh has lost  some/(most)  of that required  wholly deserved   exclusive 100% attention.  Please see my commentaries to Revelations chapter 8. 

That is specifically  why  there are  only 144000 TCs elected out of some 3 billion Christians over The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
Worldly Christians have the cares of The World drawing them away  (thistles and stones – Matt.13v20-22),  but it is the  few  TCs being the fertile soil 
who produce the next generation of TCs of 30, 60 or 100 fold yield from the original seed  (Matt.13v23, being  “The Word of God”  growing within 
them),  dying in The World  (in its sacrifice, Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24)  away from its  idols/lusts/attractions  to steal our attention and 
time within which to  self-indulge. 

This is what JC is teaching us in the next verse: 
We fulfil the requirement of making Yahweh our  only  God by being - 

Motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (driven to agapao Him  [to bring forth His next generation of TCs] –  just as JC showed by  word/deed). 
We are driven to agapao Him  [bring forth the next generation of TCs]  by  {occupational efforts}/labours  during our conscious existence. 
We are driven to agapao Him  [bring forth the next generation of TCs]  with our mind gaining knowledge to use this to become our strength. 
We are driven to agapao Him  [bring forth the next generation of TCs]  with all our strength and fortitude to make this occur. 

This means we exhort other people to imitate us  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.),  as we imitate JC.  This means we are to thoroughly learn and 
understand The Bible –  so we might  become competent to lead  and  accurately  teach other people to replace us!   This is  true  agapao! 
Our  worldly Christian leaders fail this requirement in just about every respect - 

1. They do not accurately know the contents of The Bible  (but only  their version  of The Bible passed through  “The Mincer” of  Rev.22v18-19) 
2. They do not understand The Bible  (but only what  they want to believe  [that is extremely faulty – when they output “Religion”]). 
3. They teach a  “ridiculous exegesis”  that is  wholly alien  to what Yahweh teaches us through His Word  (JC as the parousia within us). 
4. They do not teach their congregational members  [1] to accurately  learn The Bible and  [2] then to become  competent in its usage. 
5. They do not explain it correctly  (how can they,  if they  “choose not to understand”  it  -  “agnoeo”  StrongsTM = 50)? 
6. They do not exhort their congregational members to become like them  (actually,  Yahweh would not want them to –  either way)! 
7. But rather they titivate all the worldly focussed emotions of their audiences –  on an  adrenalin/endorphin “fix” –  or in the fear of  “hell”! 
8. To cap it all –  they tax their congregations in a worldly manner –  when having given a  near-useless  and shoddy  “ministry”! 
9. Etc. –  but I just feel so exasperated with them that I just cannot continue this listing over possibly, the  next few pages! 

So how can they  agapao/{edifying love}  their congregations?   When demonstrably they  only  care for themselves?   
All of which,  shows these  worldly Christian leaders are  utterly wasting their time  (but bringing upon themselves  “The Wrath of God”)  when it comes 
to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  and they shall be judged as such  (James.3v1)  during their present judgement  “day/{period of time}”  all of which JC 
taught us at Luke.12v47-48, 16v1-8, 20v16, etc. 
Encapsulating all of this,  then we read about what John is really teaching us here,  and also in the 2nd Law JC gave to us. 

Then JC moves on to state in the next verse: 
“We are to  agapao/{edifying love}  our neighbour as ourselves” –  inasmuch what we deem  “The Best”  for ourselves,  we therefore should be giving 
“The Same”  “Best”  to our neighbour. 

So,  what do we consider is  “The Best”  to be giving to our neighbour? 
What would  YOU  the reader consider is  “The Very Best”  thing you have ,  that can be given to your neighbour? 

Is it to -  
(1) Fill the fleshly belly (that will ultimately be destroyed),  or much better,   
(2) We are to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (that leads to guaranteed everlasting life)  to firstly  “accurately teach The Word of God”? 

Noting what Esau thought of The Birthright in preference to his fleshly body,  Gen.25v29-34.  This citation being wholly ignored by our  
worldly Christian leaders slandering  (by saying, he “stole” The Birthright)  Jacob's perfect character having so much regard for  “The 
Birthright”  in this  legitimate transaction,  where our  worldly Christian leaders are so spiritual blind as not to realise this is  an allegory of 
them – represented by Esau!). 
          (This is what Paul recognised would occur,  and hence raised it at Rom.9v13,  repeating in context the prophecy given at Mal.1v2-3.) 

The answer to that question shows whether we have  “Expectation/Anticipation”  based upon things we  “{absolutely know/understand}”  where we 
personally “make The Expectation occur”) –  or is it a vain  “hope”  our  worldly Christian leaders keep  drawling-out  in their sermons extolling  
“worldly myth”  and  “mystery”  (wishful musing on vain hope,  without lifting a finger to make it occur [Matt.23v4, Luke.11v46])? 
JC states - 
The Second Law  is similar  to  The First Law,  inasmuch it is   “an inner desire to edify the other  Entity/person  without any return”. 
By precisely imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  we bring  glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh through our endeavours and our personal  offering  of the next 
generation of TCs given to Yahweh through our sacrifice in dying to The World of  self-indulgence  (Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24).  
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Likewise,  the next generation of TCs truly agapao Yahweh in their  glory/honour/dignity  given,  and further,  it is added to   “The required nucleus of 
leaders in the future Millennium”  to bring about  “The Universal Reform within The Resurrected World”. 
This is what it shall be like in  “The Culmination” –  that we,  of Mankind,  shall mutually be edifying our fellow  brother/sister  (“neighbours” will not 
exist in  “The One Family”)  under  “The Rule”  of  “The One Family”  headed-up  by Yahweh through His Son JCg and the 144000 TCs.  If this 
scenario is not appealing to some people  (because they prefer the  self-indulgence  to the hurt of their neighbour of which this present worldly system 
delivers),  then their future is most dire! –   Urgent personal reform is absolutely necessary! 
This is why we must become  “The Last/Least”  (and thus  not  like “worldly leaders”  taking  “The First/Most”)  within this World  (TCs do  not  
gain/take  from The World),  and thus by being  “The  Last/Least”  means the TCs gain the  contriteness/humility/humbleness  required to  responsibly  
use the  unlimited  capability/power  (according to Yahweh’s Desire)  as future  “Sons of God”  in The Millennium as  “The First/Most”.  

All as JC specifically teaches us in several locations  (Matt.10v31, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, 14v10-11. etc.). 
It is  only  the TCs  (as deemed by Yahweh, Matt.20v23)  operating with the  “one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh and JC  (John.14v20, 
17v21-26)  separate from this world of sin”  that is  “(to make) Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment” (“HS”)  and thus can  competently  
use  “The Unlimited  Authority/Power/Capability”  of Yahweh operating through the TCs as He expresses His HS in The Millennium over  “The 
Inheritance”  (“The Resurrected World”  upon which to eventually judge – John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
All this exegesis in this commentary is  utterly unknown  to our  worldly Christian leaders –  because they do  not  “{absolutely  know/understand}”  it –  
I assumed this to be true,  when this knowledge is completely  unsaid  in their sermons –  never  spoken,  nor explained to their congregations,  except 
useless platitudes given to  “please the ear”  2Tim.4v3-4,  so the devotees are made  “to feel wanted”  in  “their group”  of  “Groupthink”  (so the leader 
might surreptitiously  “tax”  them by means of tithes)!   
However,  these millions of  “Leaders of Christendom”  are so good at teaching “Religion”   (thoroughly detested by Yahweh)!  

From Yahweh’s point of view the whole exercise is a  complete sham  to witness  “Leaders of Religion”  scamming their devotees! 
Therefore,  a wholly bogus and fraudulent activity. 

The reason why this  “Knowledge”  is unknown -  is exclusively because,  worldly Christian leaders have  no  interest in it –  else they would  shout out 
about it  and  carefully explain it,  supported by The Scriptures  to  back up what they claim  in their  “all out speaking”,   “boldly and confidently”.   
Therefore,  because they choose  not  to do this,  we can only then reason,  their interest is for the  “here and now”  (Matt.6v24) –  else why preach as 
they presently do –  worldly things  (with  “god”  tossed in –  just like in any worldly religion)  presented to a  “worldly market”  for a  “worldly return”  
(being the only ROI  [Return On Investment]  they are interested to pursue)! 

Harsh words  (John.6v60),  but when I  “{absolutely know/understand}”  and compare it with what I witness operating within The World –  
then I feel moved with  “all out speaking”  to boldly teach as I speak! 

Please read all 1John especially with my commentary to understand precisely what was going through John’s mind and  why  he wrote as he did! 
Also,  John's  life-long  friend “Peter”  (The Rock, Matt.16v18)  wrote  two  good epistles placed in The Bible,  both of which make for useful reading 
when supported by my exhaustive  inter-verse  commentaries that wholly explain what was in Peter's mind on both occasions. 
In my passion I could write just so much more here –  but feel constrained to limit it to the immediate subject without branching off on side-tracks. 

And in context we move to verse 7 –  and  “what a surprise”! 
Do I feel moved to cut and paste what I have written here and place it in the next verse? 

 
4th Warning – John warns,  there are many  imposters/seducers  entering into The World  not  pursuing a covenant with JC 
in the flesh.  This means they  (while in their flesh)  do  not  precisely imitate what they know (JC)  who came in the flesh! 
16th Reasoning – We must understand these individuals have a good income of  whatever/whenever/wherever/however  
(money/influence/sex/leverage/glory/honour/etc.)  from the position they take by proclaiming to represent JC coming as 
our saviour in the flesh!   Thus, John does  not  mean this!   He means:  Do they intrinsically,  truly come in the (1) Name,  
(2) Character and of the (3) Authority of JC by  precisely imitating  his  ministry/lifestyle! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Christ/Anointed” = Though it refers to JC,  the connotation is this,  those people achieving this  (as 
determined  only  by Yahweh)  shall be  anointed  by Yahweh into positions of honour,  as Heirs,  over “The Inheritance”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Anointed = Christ = Messiah = The Act of  recognising/acceptance  of  “The Position of Authority”. 
Yahweh designates  “The Anointed”  to be rulers over The World (people)  and over The Earth (systems/procedures/etc.). 
This becomes “The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing for the Kings/Priests of The Millennium”. 
5th Warning – The  imposters/seducers  who take a position to lead with a new methodology  (different to that of JC) 
obviously become The Leaders of that new methodology  (“divide [with new religious customs] and rule” the new groups). 
6th Warning – The  imposters/seducers  taking a position to lead with a new methodology  (different to JC’s [the New JC]) 
become leaders because of  the worldly return this gives  to a person seeking it –  “The Return”  (of “Sonship”)  obviously 
cannot come from Yahweh  if  they intend  not  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle! 
1st Prophecy – Many  imposters/seducers  shall come to  disrupt/mislead  the congregations who are trying to find Yahweh 
17th Reasoning – This deviant teaching is coming into The Christian Nation through many  imposters/seducers  taking 
their places within the hierarchy to  self-indulge  themselves upon the innocent members of The Christian Nation by using 
“The Word of God”  as a tool to extract worldly return!   This we have seen throughout history and even more so today as  
“The Time of The End  (of The Gospel Age era)”  is becoming ever closer  (mid-21st Century). 
7th Warning – More deviant teaching is occurring to yield more schisms within The Christian Nation caused by ever-more  
imposters/seducers  pilfering upon the back of God’s Word  shows,  we  are becoming closer to “The Last Days” of The 
Gospel Age.  We witness the rapid increase in Christian schisms,  some 20,000 in 1990’s (CE) to almost doubling at 37,000 
some 20 years later!   “All” these leaders are having  their day  now,  but some are unlikely to see  The Millennial Day! 
10th Allegory – flesh = “God’s Word” personalised.   Firstly, it was personalised within JC.  Then it is to become 
personalised within us,  as we “eat the flesh”  being to imbue “The Word of God”  hence JC’s comments at John.6v53-57. 
Represented by the eating of the Passover Lamb as the first thing done on The Imposed Sabbath, - exactly as shall be done 
by The Resurrected World as the first thing done on “The Great Sabbath Day of The Millennium”  (hence Mark.2v27-28). 
11th Allegory – Acknowledging JC in the flesh” = “Precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle”. 
8th Warning – “Acknowledging JC in the flesh”  does  not  mean what our  “Leaders of Christendom”  preach/infer  it 
means,  inasmuch we  “believe in Jesus”  -  being that  “he existed”!   Absolutely Not! 
18th Reasoning – Why?   Because we must reason on  “The Allegory”!   All throughout The New Testament  everything 
given at  “The Physical Level” is  allegoric  for “The Spiritual Level”.   Both JC and The Apostles know humans with a 
human mind living in the 1st part of their spiritual life  (worldly methodology)  cannot understand The Spiritual at 
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Yahweh’s Level so everything is given at The Physical Level so we can imbue it and convert our mind up one level from 
the physical to the spiritual.   Can the reader understand this?   Our  “Professional Religious Leaders”  cannot 
understand this as we can witness their output,  exhibiting they naturally think at “The Worldly/Physical Level”. 
19th Reasoning – John states this methodology is specifically “antichrist”, because “The Established Religious Leaders” 
fulfilling their desire knew nothing of Jesus until his ministry, but after JC’s ministry,  “These Religious Leaders”  then 
knew Jesus and by becoming Christian leaders could use him as a tool upon which to fulfil their worldly desire! 
The point being – the  one/same  spirit/personality/desirers/traits  (mindset)  operates within  Pharisees and Christians – 
but different  faces/names!   That is specifically why John states:  Which you heard is coming and  is now in The World. 
Hence the “antichrist” was  already  exposing itself in 90 CE,  hence had now 1900 years to fully cover the planet, today. 
4th Good News – We,  who  “{absolutely know/understand}”  “The Word of God”  recognise this fracturing occurring as 
The World finally implodes under  “self-indulgence taken to excess”  by people with the power to exercise it over their 
neighbour.  We have The Fortitude of knowing Yahweh's Millennium is  so much closer  – just around The Corner! 
12th Allegory– Antichrist = The Specific Worldly Methodology sourced by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian 
leaders acting as  imposters/seducers  giving  “watered down,  self-indulgent methodology”  for “the children” to lap-up. 
In my youth I thought it was to be an individual  (as do worldly schisms) –  but this verse points specifically to  what 
unites  our religious leaders –  a methodology to serve their own  self-indulgent  desires  (being anti-gaining 144000 TCs)! 
9th Warning – John warns those people fervently trying to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire must BEWARE:   
The Antichrist  (“worldly Christianity”  operating  against  what Yahweh Desires to occur)  acting  against  what JC 
initiated and represented,  because these  imposters/seducers  prefer The Worldly methodology within which to indulge.  
2John   v7 og Because  (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) {roving (as a tramp)}/impostors/misleaders/deceivers/seducers   
2John   v7 og (they) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  into/unto  The  World/Adornment/Decoration [= all life on this planet],   
2John   v7 og the (persons)  not  (the) assenting/covenanting/acknowledging/promising/agreeing  (the) Jesus   
2John   v7 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming [middle voice]   
2John   v7 og in  (to the [= within]) flesh/{carnal minded}.   
2John   v7 og This/That (specifically)  (it) is  the  {roving (as a tramp)}/impostor/misleader/deceiver/seducer   
2John   v7 og also  the  {opponent to the Messiah}/{counter to The Anointed}/antichrist. 
2John   v7 Because  many/plenteous  imposters/deceivers/seducers  they  entered/{went in}  into  The World,   

the people  not  assenting/covenanting/agreeing  the Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed  (personally) appearing/coming  within  the  flesh. 
This specifically,  it is  the  imposter/deceiver/seducer   (worldly Christianity – insidiously replacing  “1st Century Christianity”)   
also  (it is)  the  {opponent to the Messiah}/{counter to the anointed}/antichrist. 

 

         (You are to fulfil  “The Required Commandment”  [of imitating JC,  operating with agapao yielding agape] … … ) 
Because   (by contrast to yourselves actively aiming to become TCs by personally imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle … … )   
many  imposters/deceivers/seducers  (operating according to the methodology that yields “Religion” have)   entered into The World  
               (Rising leaders shall take  “1st Century Christianity”  and  change it  into  “worldly Christianity”  to become a subset of  “Religion”) 
the people not  covenanting/agreeing  the Anointed Jesus personally coming within the flesh. 
               (These people are  reneging upon their  agreement/covenant  to  “precisely imitate what JC did in the flesh”  [being “The Commandment”]!) 
               (These people can only be  “Christians”,  because  non-Christians do not even recognise JC existed,  to be agreeing one way or the other) 
               (John is only speaking about  “Christians” - “Dangerous Christians”  “sliding-in ideas alongside”, v7,9, 1John.2v18-29, 4v1-3, 2Pet.2v1, etc.) 
               (These people are teaching of a “New Jesus”  [1Cor.11v4]  because they are of  [2Cor.11v13-15]  making an easy living off their devotees.) 
This  (methodology  opposing  “The Commandment”  that yields  “1st Century Christianity”  into  The Environment to ideally yield “Sonship”)   
specifically it is the  imposter/deceiver/seducer   (“worldly Christianity”,  insidiously replacing  “1st Century Christianity”  by deviant teaching) 
               (The seduction is simple   Preach  “A Gospel of Excuses to remain Human”  so Yahweh cannot gain people who imitate JC  for the Anointing) 
also  (it is)  the  antichrist/{opponent to The Anointed}   (This methodology opposes Yahweh's Desire to gain His 144000 anointed “Sons of God”), 
 

Let us ask this question - 
Why would John make this warning statement unless it  was  “deceptive”? 

No point in John speaking about non-Christian leaders – because that would be  “as given” – they are  obviously  against  “The Anointing Process”! 
It must be clearly understood - 

John is looking at  The New Methodology  coming into The World –  especially in the context of  1John.2v18-19,  4v1-3 where he speaks of 
the specific individuals operating under  “worldly Christianity”  in direct  “{opposition to Christ}”  (being  what  “The Word of God”  [JC, 
Rev.19v13  bringing forth  “1st Century Christianity”]  means as  “The Goal”  for the prophesied 144000 TCs to become  “The Anointed”  
“Firstfruits” [Rev.14v1-4]  by Yahweh).    

Likewise with Paul equally recognising the same situation occurring in his day - 
Crying at his departure from fellow brethren,  knowing he would never to see them again – but left them with the warning at Acts.20v29. 
In his second writings to The Corinthians,  he could see a “New Gospel of Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  being a  “Gospel of Excuses to remain 
Human”  because  “Jesus loves you as you are”  given by religious leaders to draw-in the gullible  (2Cor.11v13-15). 
Likewise the warning given at Jude.v4,  being of people excusing themselves of TC responsibility – because we are good enough as we are! 
No!   “Jesus does NOT love us as we are!”   But he  agapao/{edifying loves}  us by  instruction/example  so we might thoroughly  personally 
reform,  thereby then, enabling him to  phileo/{attractively love}  and then  storge/{family love}  love us  when, and only when we imitate him. 

Can the reader grasp the distinct and exceedingly crucial difference between the two  “Gospels”  being the caveat involved? 
That difference changes  “The Gospel of the Real/Original Jesus”  into  “The Gospel of The Antichrist”! 

Therefore,  these “antichrists”  (plural, as the leaders)  are all operating according to  “The Antichrist”  (singular,  as  “The New Methodology”  
sourced by Satan against “Anointed Jesus”)  collectively opposing  what Yahweh Desires to occur within The Environment  (being the composite 
definition of HS as given on  “FutureLife.Org”)  because they are incorrectly motivated  (John.17v5-20).    

Where Yahweh’s primary desire is to achieve 144000 validated TCs for Him to then close the Gospel Age and bring forth The Millennium. 
By natural consequence,  these leaders are   “Blaspheming against the HS”  Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc.,  noting again what these words  really 
mean,  please see my glossary and cited commentaries.  These words absolutely do  not  mean what our  worldly leaders of Christianity preach to us –  
having generally the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as all  “Leaders of Religion”,  being a  spirit/personality/etc.,  of The World  (Eph.2v2). 
Obviously,  the leaders of  worldly Christianity  claim to recognise Christ  in their  “ministry/lifestyle”  (because it brings forth a worldly income),  but 
actually their lifestyle is in the  one/same  manner of The World  (v8)  giving a ministry to be  “loved by The World”  (being their congregations  
supporting their leader’s activities - John.15v19)!   Why,  because that is where these leaders’ income is derived  (falling afoul of Matt.6v24)! 
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Consequently,  these leaders become like chameleons  “to look like the present environment  to become accepted within The Environment” –  they are  
not  hated by The World –  but  “loved by The World”  (John.15v19)  because   They give to The World,  what The World wants to hear  (hence the 
maxim; “He who pays the piper, calls the tune”)! 
I could cut and paste much of the commentary given throughout 1John,  particularly at the cited quotations given earlier –  but that would expand this 
needlessly,  and I would rather the user read all of 1John and my commentaries to gain a 6th sense to see through what is being stated within The World. 

I leave something I wrote some seven years earlier when I was trying to get my head around the dichotomy I saw,  between what The Bible 
precisely stated,  and what our  worldly Christian leaders were preaching  by contrast  (modified as a result of my new  “boldness”). 

John was writing this for a time  (termed the last period of time where mass deception will reign,  until JC comes a 2nd time,  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  
to collect the 144000 “Anointed”/validated TCs).  John could see this deception coming into the ecclesia and thus change  “The Real Faith”  from its  
original truth  (given by JC when he taught)  of  “1st Century Christianity”  into  the false copy  of the  “worldly Christianity”  that we have profusely 
preached today  (and been like this for the last 1700+ years  [with the TCs breaking out from this straitjacket mentality]).   
“A false copy”  (forsaking perfection),  thereby having intrinsic failings that will fragment and cause splinter  groups/divisions,  to weaken further  
(Dan.2v43 in the context of what was being taught),  the weak Christians in  “The Faith”  (practically demonstrated by having some 20,000 separate 
Christian groups in the 1990s CE,  and some 37,000 in the  mid/late 2000s,  then to be perhaps, 42,000+ in 2021 CE).  
In the time of the apostle John,  people may be suggesting JC was not fleshly -  but was Almighty God  (sounds a familiar doctrine of today),  if this was 
the truth,  then JC could not become the perfect sacrifice for his creation  (also this false doctrine  leads to all sort of anomalies  like Mary being the 
mother of God,  an Eternal God dying,  an Almighty God that cannot be tempted,  being considered weaker than Satan – else why tempt “Him”, etc. – 
being all the type of things we hear today).  Further deceptions would abound,  suggest JC was just a mere man,  having no godly pre-existence,  again 
as taught today by some people, –  even to be marrying Mary Magdalene,  and having fleshly children! 
JC warned of this practice occurring at Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24-26 by people taking the high position (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.). 
Paul warns Timothy  (2Tim.2v18),  some people are saying  “the resurrection has already occurred” –  and that is exactly what our  worldly Christian 
leaders preach to us today by stating   When we die,  we go to heaven and watch over those people on Earth,  speak on their behalf  (supposedly as 
“saints”) –  so  -  if this is not a resurrection  (“awakening/rousing/{regaining consciousness}”)  then quite simply I do not know what is –  perhaps they 
might contact me by the email route provided on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  to explain themselves! 

All these faulty ideas lead to problems and holes in the apparent  (blind)  faith of  “worldly Christianity”.  
Importantly these ideas are  “slid-in alongside”  (2Pet.2v1)  to confuse  (v7, 9),  so the recipient must thoroughly know and then more 
importantly,  understand their subject matter to separate fact from fiction!   But congregational members are deliberately kept in the dark so 
they cannot ask   “Those awkward questions”! 
Any farmer knows,  it is the  intelligent/questioning  animals that are the most difficult and dangerous animals to corral! 

Quite simply - 
As soon as our  worldly Christian leaders stray from directly quoting The Bible then something is scripturally  wrong  in perhaps just about 
every other sentence that comes out of their mouth!   They just do  not  understand  “The Subject Matter”  about which they purport to speak! 
Just as we read by Paul’s warning given at Col.2v8,  likewise elsewhere. 

They have plenty of worldly qualifications to justify a worldly return at a “professional” level,  -  but they are  not  qualified by Yahweh  (Luke.20v16)! 
There is so much allegory,  prophecy,  fulfilment in The Bible  (of perhaps >99.9%)  that is just  not  taught!   Yet it is The Knowledge of such information 
that wholly exhibits Yahweh's Omnipotence, -  but our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are just  not  interested in truly magnifying Yahweh,  but only 
themselves in The Public's mind! 

It is all an abomination! 
 
10th Warning – TCs warn The Brethren (Christians)  not to  lose/perish/destroy  the things presently driving them to 
become future TCs  (and thus  “deemed entirely worthy”  by Yahweh for a position of  “Sonship”). 
20th Reasoning – The things that should be driving a Christian are to be:- 

1. Gaining  accurate  knowledge. 
2. Testing/Assaying/Proving  this knowledge gives internal assurance  (competence/authority)  upon what is known. 
3. Driven to act with fidelity upon what is known gives further steadfastness in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

The above is the  only  route to yield  “Real Faith” –  rather than to be lost in  “a mystery”  of  “blind  faith”! 
13th ‘Allegory’ – lose/perish/destroy = the sense of  “permanently lost”  and always points to things leading to 
annihilation. 
13th Instruction – TCs will  {toil as occupation}/{laboured for}  in their ministry to ensure their congregational  members  
accurately  know  why/how  they become able to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that is to  precisely imitate  JC -  so they might have 
an opportunity to become future  “Sons of God”  themselves -  once having  “The Knowledge”. 
21st Reasoning – TCs  {laboured for}  to make  “The Expectation occur”  of both  (1) Sonship and  (2) The Millennium.   
By contrast,  Leaders of Christendom do  not  {labour for}  to make the above occur because they only have vain “Hope”. 
14th Instruction – TCs truly agapao their  brethren/neighbours  because they  “toil as occupation” –  but the ministry is 
freely given for  no worldly return –  thus TCs are volunteers and sacrificing themselves away from  self-indulgence! 
 mature TCs)  so they might then become the next generation of TCs giving to The World for  no worldly return. 
Therefore,  TCs invite their recipients to be  “part of”  “The Body of Christ”  as  “we” –  all to be operating  in the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that sourced by Yahweh that is  separate  to this world of sin  (HS). 
14th Allegory – hire/wages = return on investment (ROI).  The TCs work for The Millennium being “The Word of God” 
operating within them  to bring more TCs to Yahweh in their sacrifice away from The Present World.  Yahweh makes the 
repayment in The Millennium according to the quality of work during the 1st part of their physical life  (The 1st Judgment). 
22nd Reasoning – The TCs work for The World of The Future Millennium  (being to bring its future leaders to Yahweh)  
and therefore receive the  hire/wage  to be placed by Yahweh within the position to lead  “The Resurrected World”. 
This is “The Full/Complete  Repayment” =  “The Rulers of The Inheritance”  as  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”. 
6th Comment – At the end of YOUR life could YOU  ask yourself this following question:-   
How many TCs have I brought to The Lord in MY ministry?   What would be the answer to that all important Question? 
2nd Prophecy – TCs shall receive Sonship to Yahweh in their  {pay for services}  (given by Yahweh)  for precisely imitating 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (Matt.20v1-12). 
2John   v8 og (You) Behold/See/Look/Beware/{Take heed}  {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves],   
2John   v8 og that  not  (we may/should) lose/perish/destroy/annihilate/[= The 2nd Death]   the (things)   
2John   v8 og (we) {toiled as occupation}/effected/{engaged with}/{laboured for} [middle voice],   
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2John   v8 og but  (the) {pay for services}/hire/reward/wages  (the) replete/{covered (over)}/complete/full   
2John   v8 og (we may/should) {receive in full}/{take/lead aside}/{welcome as a guest}. 
2John   v8 You  behold/beware/{take heed}  yourselves,   

that  not  we  may/should  lose/perish/destroy  the things  we  personally  {toiled as occupation}/{laboured for},   
but  we  may/should  {receive in full}/{take aside}  the  replete/full/complete  {pay for services}/hire/wages. 

 

Yourselves  beware/{take heed}   (because you could become seduced by becoming   [1] its leaders  or  [2] followers of  “worldly Christianity”) 
that not we might  lose/destroy   (thus wholly terminal,  [1] personally The Brethren,  as themselves  [2] the TCs losing The Brethren,  as brothers)  
               (Therefore,  this is a genuine warning -  this could quite easily occur,  and they must take care by a careful  “personal audit”!) 
the things   (as explained in [1] and [2])   
we personally toiled as occupation   ( [1] personal reform  [2] bringing The Brethren into  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”), 
but we might receive in full the complete pay of services   ( [1] gaining more TCs to total 144000,  and ultimately  [2] future Sonship to Yahweh). 
 

I heartfelt plea from John - 
{Watch out}/{Take heed}  and  audit/assay/prove  yourselves so  we  collectively might not  lose/perish/annihilate  the things of which we have 
personally  “{toiled as occupation}/{laboured for}” . 

First important note  
Our worldly translated bibles produce the spin  “we”  to  “you”  and thus loose the  collective  nature of John’s plea. 
Check your bible for its translation  (noting James.3v11-12,  is an applicable warning about your bible version)! 

John relates to the personal effort  he  has put in to turn these individuals away from The World and directed them unto Yahweh.  He does not desire to 
see a lost sheep or the prodigal son  (Luke.15v1-30) –  see the context of JC’s ministry, –  when speaking about  “religious leaders” –  and here these 
ecclesia members are being correctly trained by The Elders as potential future TCs in their ministry. 
Consequently,  all  people  (the teachers,  and the students assiduously aiming to become like their tutors)  working hard to edify and bring around their 
brethren/sisters  (and neighbour)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire shall receive the full wages for what they have done –  please read  1John.5v15  describing his 
same reasoning.  Thus,  we understand all people working hard to ensure their  brethren/sisters  do not fail Yahweh’s Desire shall deserve eternal life –  
that may be guaranteed  if  Yahweh deems,  they have equalled His Son JC in what they could possibly do during the 1st part of their physical life  (driven 
by agapao). 

I leave my reasoning of some seven years earlier - 
John is trying to make clear  -  

Do not be like the seed sown on stony ground or that sown in the thistles  (ref JC parable entitled The Sower Matt.13v19-23)  and so become 
carried away by worldly things.   

It is the distraction of these worldly things –  that becomes  “the pull”  of which Satan’s methodology offers to  all  “People of The World”  (through his 
compliant cohorts  [worldly leaders of  whatever/wherever  in society],  operating to his methodology  [while publicly stating the most wonderful 
platitudes about Yahweh and JC]).  This is done for the sole reason,  to take their time away from fully discovering  “The Depth”  by getting to know 
Yahweh through JC  (John.14v5-15).  Satan also allows the troubles and problems of The World to overwhelm people’s  hearts/{seat of motivation}  so 
they  “have no hope to believe in God”,  and by consequence,  fall away to these pressures within The World to then lose  “The Expectation”  (based 
upon  “The Solid Real Faith”,  Matt.7v24-25)  that now is so immanent  (on or before 2067 CE,  referenced to Rev.21v1-4). 
Again,  we note it is something that must be  “{toiled as occupation}/{laboured/worked for}” –  and not just vain “belief”  in the manner taught today!   
Also,  all this can be  lost/destroyed,  if we personally choose to remove Yahweh’s HS from within us when we throw away JC’s  presence/parousia  as 
“The Word of God”  actively working within us to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as he  commanded of his slaves.    
        This  “falling away”  is called within The Bible   “Backsliding” –  of which we are constantly warned in The Epistles  (v9 within context)!  
However,  this is hardly likely to be taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  seeking  “Quantity”  for their  own harvest,  and are not 
interested in the  “Quality”  so Yahweh might gain His Tools to ultimately  “harvest The World away from Satan’s methodology”  (1) now  (for  144000 
“The Early Adopters”)  and  (2) in The Millennium  (for “The Late Adopters”  as  “The Remnant that returns to The Lord”  [Isa.10v20-22]  out of  “The 
Resurrected World”  [of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”]  as taught to Paul by JCg at 2Cor.12v1-3 some seven years after his conversion at Acts.9/22/26v1-15). 

Thus,  John states   Beware of what is preached in the name of JC in this World of Satan's methodology. –  This is my message! 
I ask the reader   

Is this warning of possible backsliding and constant  self-assessment  by personal auditing,  regularly taught in your gatherings? 
If not,  then   “Why not?” 

Because clearly,  John  (as equally did Peter, Paul, and Luke in their writings)  felt this topic was of extreme importance to write it in his letters! 
Moreover,  referring back to my original question at the beginning of verse 1,  we see this is the  only real topic  contained at v7 to v9  within this letter! 

Therefore,  can the reader identify  “The Disconnect”  between  “The Apostles”  and our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  of today? 
 
15th Instruction – Every person  {deviating alongside}  and  not  remaining/enduring  within the instruction of the Christ 
does  not  have Yahweh working within them as  “The Word of God” to bring forth the next generation of TCs. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Christ/Anointed” = Though it refers to JC,  the connotation is this,  those people achieving this  (as 
determined  only  by Yahweh)  shall be  anointed  by Yahweh into positions of honour,  as Heirs,  over “The Inheritance”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Anointed = Christ = Messiah = The Act of  recognising/acceptance  of  “The Position of Authority”. 
Yahweh designates  “The Anointed”  to be rulers over The World (people)  and over The Earth (systems/procedures/etc.). 
15th ‘Allegory’ – Doctrine =  “1st Century Christianity”  (it is not “worldly Christianity”),  becomes  “The Knowledge”:- 

1. To yield the next generation of TCs,  proven/validated  to be “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology. 
2. To explain Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  requiring The Millennium to make this righteously possible. 

11th Warning – There are people  {deviating alongside} “The Word of God”,  using God’s Word as a tool for worldly gain. 
12th Warning – These people do not  stay/remain  in  “The Word of God”  being the instruction given by JC. 
13th Warning – These people do not have Yahweh with them –  and obviously do  not  the HS operate within them. 
16th ‘Allegory’ – “{aside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}” =  a  hypocrite/{religious conman}. 
14th Warning – “{aside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}” does  not  mean  “transgression”  as 
ineptly given in places within our near useless worldly bible translations!   It means a more insidious operation occurring 
within the environment!   It means people boldly claim to represent a methodology –  but actually  think/do  something else 
in their private life –  hidden away from public view and scrutiny  (hence  “darkness”  to cover their tracks)! 
15th Warning – These specific people proudly claim to be leaders representing Yahweh, but do not fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
23rd Reasoning – John warns The Brethren (Christians)  about Christian leaders coming into “The faith”  and leading it 
astray from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.  If Yahweh ensured it was written in The Bible,  then it is not just of historical 
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interest,  but rather  a warning given for all time.  Sadly today,  the some 37000  “official”  deviant Christian schisms 
clearly teach us this {deviating alongside}  The One/Absolute  Real Faith is full of hypocritical  worldly Christian leaders! 
17th ‘Allegory’ – “Yahweh in them” = “Yahweh’s Methodology working within TCs”  so they imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
because they have JC as  “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)  operating as The Master to control their mind. 
16th Instruction – By contrast to the above,  people becoming TCs actively bringing more TCs unto Yahweh in their 
{labouring for}  “The Goal of Sonship”  have Yahweh’s Methodology operating within their mind  (Luke.17v21),  because 
they are driven by  “The Word of God” (JC, Rev.19v13)  as The Master of their mind.  Hence,  John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
5th Good News – TCs teach,  Yahweh will only operate within the specific people fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by imitating JC 
so The Millennium might be brought forward ever-closer  (noting Yahweh knows exactly when it shall occur, Matt.24v36). 
16th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders teach;  Yahweh will be in any person calling themselves “Christian” 
irrespective of what they might do  (because “we are not judged on works” – out of context)  and therefore these leaders 
personally  delay  The Onset of The Millennium because they do  not  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in what they teach and do! 
Quite simply our  worldly Christian leaders  choose  not  to understand  “The Word of God”  in what they teach and do! 
17th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs are  not  to accept  worldly (and worse, charlatan) 
Christian leaders into their home,  and they are also not to say greetings to them  (by giving them recognition of status).   
24th Reasoning – By implication  worldly Christians  will  accept  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders in 
their home and enthusiastically greet them! 
17th Warning – Do  not  accept hypocritical Christian leaders into our homes nor greet them,  else it means we endorse 
their deviant methodology that is  “{aside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}”  to Yahweh’s Desire. 
25th Reasoning – If a Christian accepts an  “{aside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}”  to Yahweh’s 
Desire,  Christian leader  then  the Christian becomes complicit within their delinquent behaviour,  thereby endorsing it! 
18th Warning – Any person accepting an  “{aside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}”  to Yahweh’s 
Desire,  invites a Christian leader to partake within their  hurtful/harmful  {occupational efforts}/works/labours. 
26th Reasoning – What does this mean?   Especially when these leaders apparently do the most  “wonderful”  things? 
Please  observe/examine  through what is done in  “The Lord’s Name” – it is  not  what it seems – hence John’s warning! 

1. Christians (especially the leaders)  should be precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to  accurately educate  
brethren/neighbours  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  – which during The Gospel Age is to accumulate His 144000 
future  “Sons of God”  to become  “The Rulers”  over  “The Resurrected World”  in  “The Millennium”. 

2. TCs primary aim  (Acts.6v2-6)  is to edify the mind  (whose  spirits/personality/desires/traits  can  live eternally 
[in a new body upon resurrection])  to know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  It is  not  to edify the fleshly 
body that will perish except “perchance” charity as taught in  “The Good Samaritan”  parable (Luke.10v30-37). 

Therefore, we reason what is given at the fleshly level is hypocritical,  because it is given for an immediate worldly return! 
Based upon the understanding that it is  not  agapao  by witnessing what is not done to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
27th Reasoning – Therefore these  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders will influence the reasoning processes 
within the minds of their congregational members  away from  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  because the congregational 
members will presume their leaders know what they are doing – (yes [self-interested] and no [to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire])! 
2John   v9 og (The) Every  the (person)  {alongside contrary}/{side by side violating}/{deviating alongside}   
2John   v9 og also  not  (the) staying/remaining/abiding/dwelling/enduring/standing/continuing   
2John   v9 og in  to the [= within]  instruction/doctrine/{what is taught}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2John   v9 og (the) God [Yahweh]  no/not/none  (he/she/it) holds/possesses/obtains/has,   
2John   v9 og the (person)  staying/remaining/abiding/dwelling/enduring/standing/continuing   
2John   v9 og in  to the [= within]  instruction/doctrine/{what is taught}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2John   v9 og this/that (specifically)   (person)  also  the  Father/Forebear [Yahweh]   
2John   v9 og also  the  son [JC]   (he/she) holds/possesses/obtains/has. 
2John   v9 Every person  {aside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}   

        (These people are operating  alongside  “1st Century Christianity” – declaring themselves:  “Christians”,  but are detested by Yahweh) 
also  not  staying/remaining/enduring  within  the  instruction/doctrine  of the  Christ/Anointed  
        (Excusing themselves of  “The Requirements”  to be successfully  “Anointed”  by Yahweh as future  “Sons of God”) 
not  he/she  possesses/has  the  God  (Yahweh),      (by not having Yahweh’s Methodology operating within them … … ) 
the person  staying/remaining/enduring  within the  instruction/doctrine  of the  Christ/Anointed,   
        (The people faithful to  “The Requirements”  to  successfully achieve The Goal  of being  “Anointed” … … ) 
also  this specific person  possesses/has  the  Father  (Yahweh)   also  the  son  (JCg). 
       (These specific people have Yahweh’s Methodology because  “The Word of God”  [JCg]  is truly operating within them.) 

 

Every person  {aside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviant alongside}   (thus this activity is  “not obvious”,  but “insidious”) 
               (These people are  “Christians”  beginning to manipulate  “1st Century Christianity”  to yield what we have today   “worldly Christianity”) 
also not  staying/remaining  within the doctrine  (being  “The Requirement”  of  “The Commandment”)   of the Anointed    
               (These  “professional”  people excuse themselves and their clients  from  “The Requirement”  that enables us to achieve  “The Anointing”) 
not  he/she  (operating against “The Requirement” to achieve Sonship)   possesses the God   (does not have Yahweh's Methodology in themselves)  
(but)  the person  staying/remaining  within the doctrine   (originally given above,  sourced by God's Word to yield  “1st Century Christianity”) 
of the anointed   (“The Instruction”  as given by JC's ministry/lifestyle  that enables us to personally achieve  “The Anointing”  unto  “Sonship”)  
also this specific person possesses the Father (Yahweh)  also the son (JCg). 
              (This person has Yahweh's Methodology,  yielded by JC as “The Word of God”  wholly controlling the mind, John.14v20, 17v21-26) 
 

Here we have yet again,  another place in The Bible where our  worldly translators  spin the Greek word to mean something different to what the scribe 
originally intended to be conveyed unto his reader! 
The Greek word in question is  “parabaino”  StrongsTM= 3845  mistranslated  (by general committee’)  to be  “transgression”,  but there are several 
better Greek words John  could  have used to mean  “transgression”. 
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This is all very much like  “the twist”  put on  “parousia”,  our translators twist  “parabanio”  to  hide the principal understanding of the word. 
Obviously in my translation of  “God’s Word”,  then I give  the primary  and precise understanding of  “The Word”! 

So,  I ask the question  
Why would the reader think our  worldly translators spin  “God’s Word”? 

One reason of several,  is to take  “The Attention”  away from a  “certain group of people”  and point  “the finger of suspicion”  in another direction! 
“parabanio”  means  “{aside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}”. 

Suddenly the reasoning John gives us,  then jumps out of the text and metaphorically   “Hits us in the face”! 
Carefully examine the sets and grouping of words given in the  correct  translation. 

What picture comes into the mind of the reader? 
It teaches us of people who through this stepped process - 

1. Know what should be done, 
2. but consistently, 
3. do something differently. 

Therefore, what is John consistently teaching us? 
John and the other apostles are  constantly warning us  of teachers climbing up in the congregations and be leading the congregational 
members  away from  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (away from  “1st Century Christianity”  teaching).  

These teachers are  {false prophets}/{religious leaders}  who walk  “{aside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}”  The Word of God. 
We also realise that  “transgression”  is totally inappropriate here,  because “transgression”  is used alongside “{missing the mark}” and  “sideslip”. 

What does this understanding teach us? 
We realise - 

“transgression/{missing the mark}/{side slip}”  teaches us the meaning is  “occasional and unintentional”. 
Unlike  “sin/fault/offense”  which implies  “premeditated and deliberate”. 

But here with - 
“{aside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}”  we realise this is  far worse  =  “a  continuous  premeditated sin”. 
Moreover,  instead of an obvious and blatant sin,  it is  insidious/hidden/{not obvious}  designed  “to fraudulently deceive”. 

This is  “blaspheming against the HS,  against which there is no forgiveness”  -  hence “annihilation”  (Mark.3v28-29)!     
We understand this to be - 

“sin”  driven by the  methodology to  “indulge the self”,  which in this instance is  continuously run alongside  “The Word of God”. 
Thus,  John is warning us against certain  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders spinning  “God’s Word”  for worldly gain on the back of it! 
Therefore,   

(1) They pretend to worship God,  pretend to come in the name of JC,  but in reality,  do  not  recognise JC as coming in the flesh  within their 
“occupational efforts”  of  truly and precisely  imitating his  ministry/lifestyle),    

(2) Nor do they really accept JC is the  “Son of God” inasmuch within their preaching they hide  “The Route for Sonship”,  by preaching  “A 
Gospel of Excuses to remain Human”  -  so the recipients do not achieve Sonship!    This is “antichrist”! 

Therefore these  “supposedly wonderful and highly acclaimed worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders”  are not  (in their preaching)  guiding their devotees  
“The Future Position”  that  is possible  to 144000 TCs who  “precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  as deemed by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater 
[1st] Judgement”  of  all  Christians over The Gospel Age. 
This is all as we can read in 1John  (most of it),   and thus effectively these leaders become  “the antichrists”  operating under  “The Methodology”   
“Antichrist”  to be  “leading the congregations of  their  (entrapped/seduced/bewitched)  flocks”!    JC warned of them robbing away people from his 
flock,  John.10v3-10.   

Do our leaders of  worldly Christianity teach any of this  (as did JC  [Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23]  and all the apostles)?   
No!   

That is precisely  why  they are referred to as being   “Antichrist”  in John’s writings   
Because they  are  operating against what Yahweh Desires to be taught  (and thus  impeding the attainment  of the 144000 TCs)! 
They do this by  “Dumbing down The Requirement”  by being  “worldly”  for a  “Large Group to tithe”,  hence “a conflict of interests”! 

John writes like this because he was  “The Most Loved”  by JC  (John.13v9, 21v20). 
So,  what does all this intrinsically mean? 

Because it is of his fervent support of JC in his ministry –  and hence his personal concern about what is occurring some 60 years later to Rev.19v13!   
John quite simply thought most like JC,  and JC recognised this quality within John!   Hence   “Most loved by JC” 

The rest of this verse is carefully explained throughout 1John,  and then we have a practical example of this occurring in  3John.1v9-10. 
Now let me take a modern example to explain what I mean. 

The Internet contains all manner of websites.   
Some websites are reputable and provide a genuine free service to  help people  who are in personal trouble –  for example people who for some reason 
may be in debt.  These unfortunate individuals are thus able to obtain genuine free  help/guidance  from these charitable websites.   
However,  there are many more websites  who clone themselves to be like these charity websites  (pretend to be what they are really not)  so they might 
attract people under the façade they are the charity websites –  but they are not, – and instead they are  parasitic  to these hapless individuals by 
charging extortionate fees.   
Thus,  these websites are operating  fraudulently. 

There is absolutely  no  difference between the parasitic  charlatan  Christian leaders  (perhaps in their “millions”)  “cloning the TCs” 
(perhaps in the local “tens”)  and those poor hapless billions of individuals  (in debt to Yahweh)  trying to find Yahweh!    
The problem for the  charlatan Christian leaders is they have their day now  but shall have  no  “Millennial Day”!   They shall feel  “The 
Wrath of God”  exacting  “vengeance”  upon His “personal” Word being abused for worldly gain!    
Charlatan  Christian leaders will be ignored at  both  resurrections – and there is  no  third resurrection,  thus like Judas Iscariot  (part of  
“his tribe”  representing the antichrist methodology)  they shall be annihilated upon their forthcoming death! 

It must be clearly understood,  Yahweh ensured this warning was to be put in The Bible for  our  edification throughout The Gospel Age.  Therefore,  it 
was  not  put in by Yahweh for historical  “academic interest”  only –  but rather as  a specific warning given for our present age now.   
This website  “FutureLife.Org”  has been specifically written because the scribe  “{absolutely  knows/ understands}”  “The Word of God”  and therefore 
has gained a 6th sense to clearly see through  “The Façade”  so very carefully crafted by those leaders who  “{aside contrary}/{side by side 
violation}/{deviating alongside}”  “The Word of God”,  and keep  their  flocks in ignorance  (please see my commentaries at John.10v1-16)  to what  
“The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire”  really means at a  personal  level!   
The charlatan Christian leaders  “Divide and rule”  their own little kingdoms operating to  “religious customs”  that bare absolutely no relevance to 
what Yahweh really Desires  (Matt.23v23),  these leaders are “The Robbers”  in John,10v1-14;  and  “The Hirelings”  are the worldly Christian Leaders 
– just  “paid to do a job”!  
All the various types of  self-indulgent  practices keep the congregational members’ eyes off  “The Real Ball”  that is to be internally driven to  precisely 
imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.);  and because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  imitate JC,  then obviously they 
will  not  teach by both word and deed  “precisely what Yahweh Desires”  (else it will expose them to be  “hypocrites”  to the very same people within the 
congregational members  “taxed/tithed”  by their leaders).   
Therefore,  our  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders will actively walk   “{aside contrary}/{side by side violation}/{deviating alongside}”  
to the personal fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire by both word and deed.  However,  these  worldly focussed Christian  will  naturally  “please the ear”  of 
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their expectant congregations  (2Tiim.4v3-4)  to keep the  self-indulgences  flowing –  both ways.  When viewed like this –  it is just so depressing,  – but 
in reality,  if  we all worked to personally  “bring forth The Millennium”  through  accurate  teaching according to what JC specifically taught us  
(1Mark.1v38, Matt.24v14)  then  all this would be replaced by JCg and his proven perfect  (to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire)  144000 future  “Sons of 
God” (Rev.19v1-4)  ruling over the World (people)  and the Earth (systems/protocols/procedures/laws)  yielding a freedom from pain and suffering 
throughout  “The Resurrected World”.  Amen. 

Let me just go through this again from a different angle –  just for the sceptics amongst us. 
Let us remove the semantics  (quote  “it is a vocation”)  and get back to  basic reality. 

1. Worldly Christian leaders are employed by The World –  being the fleshly support received. 
Inasmuch they work a 30 to 70 hour week doing precisely what? 
How much time is spent on administration for  “The Religious Edifice”? 
How much time is spent in “worthless nothings”  (silence/singing/reading/{praying [without a vow]}/etc.) to the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire? 
Saying  “wonderful things’” by quoting lines out of The Bible as might any mindless electronic playback machine.  Perhaps acting as 
sensational reporters - for  “The Return” –  fleshly support. 
Compared with -  
How much time is spent in  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  so  the recipient knows how to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle? 
      (if ever)   -  Yet,  something that should be freely given for absolutely  no  worldly return  (Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.)! 
The crux is   Who  is paying for what  type  of service delivered? 
How is  “The Justification of Position”  being portrayed to the people paying for the type of service delivered? 
Furthermore,  after the 30 to 70 hours the  worldly Christian leader must stop working to have a much “supposed deserved”  rest. 
Yet this is when  “The Lay-preacher”  “starts to get going”  (after secular work)  in The Lord’s Service – freely given! 

2. Worldly Christian leaders must justify to The World,  they do what The World considers to be good –  else  “The Return”  dries up! 
Therefore logically they will appeal to what The World desires to see as  “being good”  so The World will keep these religious leaders in their 
present position! 

3. Therefore  worldly Christian leaders give a ministry to The World,  being what The World wants to hear –  because  “The World”  pays them 
for a  “worldly service”  that is  “to be enjoyed” –  else why keep returning every week  (being the pandemic “worldly viewpoint”)! 
They will not give a service that causes The World to run away  (John.6v66 after they wanted to make JC king a few days earlier, John.6v15) 

4. Worldly Christian leaders are thus paid by The World and accordingly place themselves in positions of presumed charity acts  (actually given 
freely  by everyone else)  as front men for the real charity given by other people who  are not being paid!  They are just like worldly politicians 
being paid to administer us and cite the wonderful things they  “apparently give”  to The Public –  but it is actually us,  giving them the money 
in the first instance  “to pay us”  (in a circular loop),  and in the process  “tax us”  to pay their salary!   However,  that is The Status-Quo for 
The World,  and thus TCs must  never  do anything practical to unsettle what is worldly –  except  only  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of 
God”  to The World  (TCs must be absolutely neutral when reporting what is wrong,  and  never  incite any person to do anything against 
Worldly Powers –  we  must  respect their authority – Luke.13v1-3, Rom.13v1-5). 

5. Consequently,  a TC  is different  (Acts.18v3)  they work for 30 to 70 hours a week,  being paid in a secular  (worldly)  occupation to feed their 
fleshly body  (2Thes.3v6-12)  and then  freely  afterwards  give their time in studying to be competent ministers of  “The Word of God”  of 
which they then teach  outside  their secular hours  (hence Matt.6v24, 22v20-22).  They become  volunteers  with  “The Word of God”  freely 
giving  to The World for  no  worldly return in their time,  while in equivalence the worldly Christian leaders are having a  “supposedly well 
earned”  rest! 

This is what JC was teaching us at Mark.12v42-43,  Luke.21v2-3,  please see my local commentaries to understand the spiritual aspect being taught. 
After this logical reasoning based upon what we observe,  then it might be prudent to ask some pertinent questions. 

So - 
Who has real  agapao/{edifying love}  to their  brother/sister/neighbour? 
Who is truly motivated to  accurately  give  “The (real) Word of God”? 
Who can objectively represent Yahweh  (Matt.6v24)? 
Who actually practises  “The (real) Word of God”? 
Who is driven by what –  to deliver which type of service? 
Who is Yahweh going to be paying in The Millennium  (Matt.20v1-12)  for the type of service delivered now? 

This is carefully reasoned and helps the reader to unlock what they witness occurring within The World –  and  why  there  are  only  144000 TCs! 
It suits Satan’s desire for the minority of TCs to become  “tarred with the same brush”  as the  worldly  Christian leaders in the eyes of the atheists and 
those people of other “Religions”!   Because this becomes another mechanism  to hide  The Truth  (and delays his nemesis, Rev.20v1-3, v10). 
Again,  I must state   

Not all Christian leaders are like this –  but  ALL  Christian leaders lie within a Standard Gaussian distribution of a “normal population”,  
therefore it becomes incumbent upon the reader to  assay/test/prove  their leader according to specifically what The Bible teaches us,  else 
he/she  deserves what  he/she   freely chooses to have!   Where,  Yahweh only considers  “144000 Christian leaders”  out of The Gospel Age 
are deemed to be like His Son JC,  and perhaps  “millions”  are considered by Yahweh at the bottom of  “The Gaussian Distribution” to 
further leave an enormous number of  “Christian leaders”  deemed by Yahweh as being  “utterly useless”  to  “barely acceptable”. 
So statistically -   

What chance is your  “Christian Leader”  likely to be the equivalent to JC? 
Answer - 

Virtually  non-existent! 
That is precisely why we are taught to audit both our leaders and of ourselves –  against what  “The Word of God”  specifically teaches us! 
“The Responsibility”  is with ourselves to be doing this,  and it is  “The Responsibility”  of the Christian leader to be instructing us to do it! 
We must audit ourselves first before we audit our leaders,  else we too are “hypocrites”  because all Christians are being judged (James.3v1)! 

What else does this verse teach us? 
Carefully read the last part of the verse  

“also this specific person  possesses/has  the Father (Yahweh)  also the Son (JCg).” 
So,  what does this teach us? 

Look also at the tense of the verse –  it is written in the  present  tense. 
We read of  “The Father”  and  “The Son” 

So why would John write  two  separate Entities  unless  there  are  two  separate Entities in the  present  tense some 60 years after 
JCg had returned to be  “alongside”  his Father? 

So,  with this example  (of many “hundreds” showing the  separate  identity of both Entities),  and of John.14v20, 17v21-26  (please see my 
local commentaries,  then,  how can it be conceivably possible for our  worldly Christian leaders to continue publicising the Trinity myth with  
all its inconsistencies  in  “unrighteous exegesis”? 

They are clearly operating in mindless “Groupthink”! 
I just wish they would  wake-up  and stop metaphorically   “flogging a dead horse”!     “Get Real!” 
Last item for discussion  
It is interesting to notice within the epistles the apostles’  using the word  “Christ”  in isolation to  “Jesus”. 

The word  “Christ”  means  “Anointed”  (by Yahweh)  into a position of rulership. 
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Therefore,  by extension,  the context is referring to the 144000 being  “Anointed”  by Yahweh to become  brothers/sisters  (Matt,12v49-50)  of JCg and 
future  “Sons of God”  (Matt.20v23,  when Yahweh so deems them to be worthy to be part of  “The 1st Resurrection”,  hence logically Matt.24v36). 
Consequently,  we understand,  John is stating the  instruction/doctrine  that operates within the  “Anointed”  must be imbued within those people 
desiring to become part of the 144000, –  hence part of  “The Family” –  living under  “The House Rules”  sourced by  “The  Father/Head” (Yahweh). 
I have drawn out this understanding in various other locations within The New Testament  (within my many thousands of  inter-verse  commentaries)  
within The World’s most accurate translation and exhaustive inter-verse commentaries totalling some 4,000,000+ words,  thoroughly explaining  “The 
Mind of Yahweh”  with regard to Mankind. 
2John   v10 og If  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) accompanies/appears/brings/comes [middle voice]   
2John   v10 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves},   
2John   v10 og also  this/that (specifically)  the  instruction/doctrine/{what is taught}   
2John   v10 og not  (he/she) endures/{bears/carries}/{goes on}/upholds/leads/moves/reaches/brings,   
2John   v10 og not  (you) {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive  (the) him  into/unto   
2John   v10 og (the) residence/house/household/family,   
2John   v10 og also  (the) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting  (to the) him   
2John   v10 og not  (you) state/exclaim; 
2John   v10 If  {some/any person}  he/she  personally  appears/comes  toward/near  {specifically yourselves},    (a Christian leader ... … ) 

also  not  he/she  endures/bears/brings  this specific  instruction/doctrine,    (not precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle … … ) 
not  you  {get hold of}/receive  the him  into   (your)   home/residence,      (do not accept him as a friend ... … ) 
also  not  you  state/exclaim  cheerfulness/rejoicing/greeting  to the  him.    (reject  his/her  position over you.) 

 

If some person (a Christian leader)  he/she  personally comes  toward/near  specifically yourselves   
              (“The middle voice”  is intrinsically  “occurring within” –  thus  inferring  “a presence within us”  [to take “people control”] … … ) 
also not  he/she   (the  absolutely vast majority  of Christian leaders only preach  “worldly Christianity”  [as my many audits do testify] … … )  
bears/brings  this specific instruction   (being  “The Instruction”  is   “to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  driven by God's Word” … … ) 
              (“Professional”  worldly Christian leaders give  “what The World will pay for”   -  but Yahweh will  not  pay them with  “Sonship”) 
not you   (assiduously aiming to become TCs by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [when having been taught “1st Century Christianity”] … … )   
receive  him/(her)    (worldly Christian leader)   into  (your)  home/residence, 
also not state your greeting to  him/(her).    (Reject  worldly Christian leaders from invading your  {conscious existence}/soul) 
 

Now we understand what is going through John’s mind  (from v8-9),  then we realise  why  John is so insistent in this instruction. 
Why? 

Because these  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian are  so engaging and convincing  to become absolutely “bewitching” (Gal.3v1)  with their 
pleasing soundbites,  given to indulge the innocent congregational members  (Rom.16v17-18) –  so the members will be desirous to allow these religious 
leaders to lead the sermons and then invite these worldly leaders into their homes  (noting the similar driver behind Mark.12v40, Luke.20v47)  taking the 
place as  “spiritual paedophiles”  “grooming their spiritual children”  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2). 

John would  not  be giving the warning and subsequent instruction if this was to be about a person  “not  behaving as a Christian”! 
Because obviously,  The Brethren would  not  inwardly engage with such a person  (to accept a blatant non-Christian's teaching).   

Thus, we conclude John  (as did the other apostles)  was extremely concerned about  the new  “Leaders of Religion”  morphing  “1st Century 
Christianity”  into what we have today as being  “Worldly Christianity”  covering the planet today,  to become merely  “a subset of Religion”! 

So, I must emphasise,  John is writing about  “people”  who on the face of it,  speak like  “Christians”  apparently  walking alongside  “The 
Word of God”  –  but when actually inwardly assayed  (1Sam.16v7),  they are operating  contrary to  “The Word of God”  (1John.2v18-19, 
2Pet.2v1, Acts.20v29, 1Thes.2v3-6, Gal.3v1, Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.). 

Sadly,  congregational members have not much idea how to fulfil Yahweh because they are  not  taught correctly! 
So,  it just leaves the  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders as the subjects of John’s condemnation! 

Just as Paul tells us in Titus.1v16,  they profess to know The Lord,  but in their works,  they deny him  (because of 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)! 
Let me leave the reader with something I wrote about seven years ago - 

As Paul tells us in the epistle to Timothy,  many people enjoy listening to these false teachers,  because many are silver-tongued,  exceedingly beguiling 
and engaging  (as is a confidence trickster knowing what  “the customer”  wants – and duly supplies - at a price),  speaking with  guile and crafted 
cunning to  “please their ears”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  as might a  (spiritual)  paedophile groom  his/her  child.  Moreover,  just like a  “Rogue Trader”  these 
“Professional”  Religious Leaders  “charge for a poor service”   (as deemed by Yahweh  [and recognised by knowledgeable TCs])!    
Their  poor service  shall only become evident to virtually all people in the 2nd part of our physical life during The Millennium  (hence Luke.12v2-3), –  
that is why Yahweh rejects them  (as perhaps most of JC’ s parables  and illustrations tell us -  please see all my commentaries to JC’ s parables)! 
This is a two-fold problem. 

1. Often these false teachers are like this because they desire personal worldly gain,  money,  prestige,  glory, etc.  for their  self-gratification. 
2. The listeners like to be told what they want to hear  (“they who pay the piper,  call the tune”);  also, they like to be  innocently  “happy”  

having the  (erroneous)  confirmation they have  “supposedly no need”  to personally,  “completely change”!  
This is obviously a common human trait  (and  charlatans play on this) –  listeners  like to be praised and like to be happy,  absolutely nothing wrong 
with that,  and is highly commendable –  but  no one should be praised  or be happy when they are doing  worldly things that promote Satan’s desire  on 
this Earth and are by consequence  not imitating JC's  ministry/lifestyle! 
We see in The World today,  people wanting to keep their worldly lifestyle,  and so  change  The Bible to suit their lifestyle  (noting Rev.22v18-19). 

Why? 
Because they do  not  wish to change their lifestyle to what The Bible  commands/demands  us to do,  to yield  “a perfected society”.  

I could give tens of examples of this  “out of the pot”  of topics being,  influence, prestige, immorality, financial, national, political, etc.  
The reader must know of many human examples to validate this statement for themselves.  Also consider reading the direct analogy given by Paul at 
1Cor.10v1-12 for our education –  being specifically what has and  is  occurring now within  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel’” (the Christian Nation)  during 
The Gospel Age –  where so many leaders  are  falling short of Sonship,  and therefore  not  reaching  “Their Rest”  (see Hebrews chapters 4 to 6).  But it 
is  only  a few  (144000)  who personally reach  “Yahweh’s Rest”  during The Gospel Age,  likewise by analogy,  Joshua and Caleb  (Num.13v30, 14v6-
10  [what’s new today in about the same ratios out of “The Nation”])  who see  “The Promised Land”  (The Millennium under JCg’s rule)  and these 
specific individuals work at achieving it through persecution. 
Therefore,  we see the quality of our Christian leaders as given in a Gaussian distribution,  and we ourselves should be striving to personally place 
ourselves at the topmost  right-hand  end of it,  to be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  -  and thus ideally to become one of the  proven/validated  144000 TCs  
elected/selected  only by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23). 
Yahweh is still waiting to achieve by validation,  the prophesied number of 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4) –  because JCg has  not  yet come to take his future 
bride  (Matt.25v1-12, John.3v28-30, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9, etc.),  inasmuch to unite him with his present fleshly body members  (Eph.5v30-32, etc.)  
comprising of some 144000 body parts  (1Cor.12v12-30). 
2John   v11 og the (person)  For  (the) stating/exclaiming  (to the) him   
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2John   v11 og (the) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting   
2John   v11 og (he/she) {shares with}/imparts/distributes/communicates/{be partakers}   
2John   v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  (of the) him  
2John   v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd [plural]. 
2John   v11 For  the person  (brethren/sister)  stating/exclaiming  cheerful/rejoicing/greeting  to the  him  (charlatan Christian leader) 

he/she  {shares with}/{be partakers}  with  his  hurtful/harmful  {occupational efforts}/works/labours.    (They endorse  his/her  actions) 
 

For the person (brethren/sister)  stating the greeting to  him/(her)    (a  worldly [or worse, charlatan]  Christian leader … … ) 
he/she  (brethren/sisters)  shares with  his/(her)    (worldly [or worse, charlatan]  Christian leader … … ) 
the  hurtful/harmful  occupational efforts   (the  brethren/sister  would be endorsing this leader's position to supposedly  “represent Yahweh”) 
                (“hurtful/harmful”  because this leader is impeding  [Matt.23v13]  their devotees from achieving  “The Most Superlative Gift”  of  “Sonship”)   
                (Sadly,  these devotees are kept ignorant,  so they do not realise  “they are being hoodwinked”  by these  professional  conmen/conwomen!) 
 

John gives the warning to keep away from those individuals pretending to walk alongside with  “The Anointed”,  but actually walk contrary to  “The 
Anointed/Christ”,  being the manner and what is said by the  charlatan/worldly  Christian leader  in both ministry and deportment.   
JC gave us a wonderful tool to decipher the works of a Christian leader. 

“You know the Tree by examining its fruits”  (Matt.7v16-19). 
“The Fruitage”  of  The Tree  (Christian leader)  are  “the congregational members”. –  Do they  precisely imitate  JC in their daily deportment?  

If not,  then The Tree has diseased  “spiritual DNA”,  and  he/she  does  not  represent Yahweh.    
But to be in that position to  “wholly know”  JC and what he “did … ”  (and most importantly, “did not do … ”),  then we as individuals.  must read The 
New Testament ourselves and thoroughly  understand it –  else these so very crafted  charlatan Christian leaders  will most certainly  deceive us! 
Exactly as JC gave the warning “these people will sound  so convincing  that even TCs could almost be fooled”  (but they are not,  Matt.24v24)! 

So,  by warning,  John is instructing us  “do not associate with them”.  
We are told elsewhere in The Bible,  “Bad associations bring forth bad habits” (1Cor.15v33),  see also 1Cor.5v9-13, and by extension 2Cor.6v14-16. 
Become like me and gain that 6th sense,  enabling me to spot a  charlatan Christian leader before  he/she  opens  his/her  mouth  (by just viewing their 
deportment)  and when the mouth is opened -  it just confirms my immediate assessment.    
 
7th Comment – John states he could write so much more – but rather wait until he can say it face to face. 
28th Reasoning – We understand from this,  the verbal communication might be at two levels. 

1. Personal address to the ecclesia  (perhaps needs to be handled carefully – best by mouth). 
2. Detailed instructional doctrine  (that requires two-way communication to maximise the flow of Knowledge). 

29th Reasoning – We must understand the apostles knew much more than what was written in their epistles.  The epistles 
were almost notes of The Absolute Truth,  Yahweh  allowed to be recorded.  The apostles would have explained much more 
detailed exegesis than the given shortened notes we have recorded in their epistles and thus we  must  read “between the 
lines”  to gather  the core  of  “1st Century Christian doctrine”  taught by word of mouth – lost until now. 
30th Reasoning – Why?  Because quite simply Yahweh has chosen to allow “The Knowledge”  to slowly percolate  through 
the requisite time period of some 2000 years,  to  carefully draw out  His 144000 TCs over the 2000 years permitting The 
Earth to be full while allowing deviant worldly Christian leaders to show their delinquency in not searching for The Truth. 
8th Comment – John speaking as a TC desires to teach by word of mouth in the  accurate  ministry  to edify  his recipients 
so all The Brethren  (including TCs)  may cheerfully fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  knowing of  “The Wonderful Future”. 
This is best done by immediate two-way question and answer sessions  (not occurring in faulty one-way sermons)! 
Allegory – repeat - Children = Congregational members = people who are  new/weak  in  “The Real Faith”. 
Reasoning – repeat – We must understand,  the 1st Century Apostles exhibited “Real Faith” by proving themselves faithful  
to God’s Word unto persecution from  “The Established Religious Authorities” guarding “their patch”.  Obviously by what 
we have witnessed throughout The Gospel Age shows things have moved  “up a gear”;  the worldly Christian Leaders 
have replaced the  Pharisees/Scribes  and persecuted TCs throughout the last 2000 years  (e.g. – William Tyndale). 
Allegory – repeat - Elect/Chosen = People deemed entirely worthy  (by Yahweh)  to become future  “Sons of God”. 
Reasoning – repeat - Elect/Chosen  by definition means  “The Best” selected out of a  pool/grouping  of similar entities.  
Clearly the similar entities are people with  “The Word of God”  rather than people without  “The Word of God”.  It is not 
possible to have  “Sons of God”  from out of people  not  Christians –  especially when the apostles teach of many 
Christians failing Yahweh's Desire –  therefore they cannot be chosen –  hence the term:  “Election” out of a pool! 
18th Allegory – sister = An Ecclesia beloved by Yahweh that as a female is  “delivering something”.  Thus like a mother 
delivering future TCs within its congregation.  TCs are people imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  as deemed by Yahweh. 
2John   v12 og (The) many/much/plenteous (things)   (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  {to yourselves}   
2John   v12 og (to) write/scribe/engrave  no/not/none  (I) {be willing/disposed}/minded/intend/purpose   
2John   v12 og through (reason of)   (of the) sheet/paper  also  (the) ink,   
2John   v12 og but  (I am) expecting/confiding/entrusting  (to) accompany/appear/bring/come   
2John   v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves},   
2John   v12 og also  (the) {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
2John   v12 og (the) {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  (to) speak/utter/say,   
2John   v12 og that  the  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy  {of/from us}  might/may/can/should/be   
2John   v12 og (the be) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled. 
2John   v12 (I [John] have)  Possessing/Having  many/plenteous  things  to write  {to yourselves},   

(but)   I  intend/purpose  not  through reason  of the  paper  also  the ink,   
but  I am  expecting/entrusting  to  appear/come  toward/near  {specifically yourselves},   
also  to  speak/say  mouth  towards/near  mouth,   
that  the  cheerfulness/gladness/joy  of us  may/be  {made replete}/{filled up}. 

 

Having many things to write to yourselves   (the apostles knew so much about  “1st Century Christianity”) 
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              (Importantly regarding how  “Christianity”  is to redirect peoples’ personal lives – but he felt it better to speak personally about these issues.) 
I intend not  (to write now)  through reason of paper  also ink,   (Personal issues are best done by word of mouth – rather by written dictate … … ) 
but I am expecting to come  toward/near  specifically yourselves, 
also to speak mouth to mouth   (with yourselves,  regarding these personal issues being directed by  “The Word of God”)  
that our (TCs’)  joy  may/be  filled up   (by confirmation of their spiritual growth with the personal interaction and guidance  [by TCs/Elders].) 
 

Reinforces the assertion I make in 1John 3v24,  much preaching work was conducted by  face-to-face  meetings and  not  by the epistles.   
The epistles were written more as a series of expanded  “bullet points” for three reasons - 

1. To answer specific questions that had been directed to the Apostles for return guidance and adherence. 
2. To reinforce the work required and to give the warnings,  by way of not doing this required work to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.    
3. To sporadically mention  “The Goal of Sonship”  - so the recipients still are motivated to continue  (1) and (2) above. 

Thus,  we must  “read between the lines”  of the epistles to understand what was taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  and that is precisely what I am 
doing with my  inter-verse  commentaries made public at  “The very Close”  of The Gospel Age  (at or before 2067 CE,  for Rev.21v1-4 to occur). 
Thus,  the basic concept of the separate Entities of  {Yahweh being  “The Almighty God”},  {JC being  “the Earthly entity of JCg” –  time multiplexed}  
and the  {HS being  “the Pure Desire of Yahweh made manifest within The Environment”  [and is  not  specifically a personage]}  was taken as fact and 
had no need to be  “spelt out”  within the epistles –  because  this was core faith for  “1st Century Christianity” –  and this understanding does come out 
within the other subject matter.  
However,  the future  human  created worldly  “Trinity Doctrine”  would then have been  one of those future “false doctrines”  appearing some 250 
years later  -  about which JC and The Apostles were constantly warning their  listeners/readers  in the teachings and these Epistles!   

Why?   How?   
Because it leads to  “mysteries”,  yet The Bible constantly tells us,  God  “thoroughly explains all”  to those people who search  (Matt.7v7-8).  
False Christian leaders are supposed to  “look”,  but after this  “supposed looking”  they still believe it to be a  “mystery”!   
All of which shows to me - 

They do not like what they see,  put it out of their mind,  because they prefer  “mystery”!     
Furthermore,  this attitude shows what their mind is truly like  (1Sam.16v7)! 

I think that speaks volumes about what they truly  “supposedly understand”  about their subject matter!    
“Zilch”  when assayed by Yahweh! 

They either have not bothered to look or they are too frightened to leave the worldly doctrine for financial  (worldly support)  reasons or enjoy what their 
worldly position gives to them -  or only just too happy to promote a falsehood because they simply do  not  care!   
In any direction taken  “to try and rationalise their reason for living”, -  what an indictment of the members of this  worldly religious organisation! 
By contrast,  I  truly do  passionately  care,  I can only live with  “The Disclosing Truth” –  that is precisely  why  I have ardently searched The Bible  
(after discovering the contents of The Master References within other religions to be a  “complete waste of time”)  and with  “all out speaking”  
“boldly”  broadcast  “the reasoned evidence”  to all those people presently spiritually starving and desire this  “Knowledge”  (freely  given with  no  
strings attached).   Moreover – on the internet I ask for no personal details – so the recipient can remain perfectly anonymous,  and I,  or anyone else,  
has no means to make contact – for a monetary return! 

Can the  members/leaders  of  any  Religion make that claim?  
2John   v13 og (he/she/it) Greets/Salutes [middle voice]   thee/thy/thou  the  children/daughters/sons   
2John   v13 og of the  sister  (of) thee/thy/thou/you  of the  selected/favourite/elect/chosen.   
2John   v13 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
2John   v13 The children  of  your  selected/elected/chosen  sister  personally  greet/salute  you.    Amen. 
 

The children of your  selected/elected  sister personally greet you. 
Amen. 
 

Likewise with Paul’s closing salutations,  John keeps the network of the new ecclesia together. 
 
A long supplementary note  
We must conclude,  John is severely worried about what he witnesses occurring within The Environment to write specifically about this  one issue in his 
letter –  being the  same  subject matter as he has written in 1John to another Ecclesia,  and later in 3John about a certain individual opposing them.  
Paul was writing about  “the faulty teaching”  starting to occur in his letters some 30 years after JC's ministry,  – so we might reason that - 

If  “1st Century Christianity”  was like  “a train going off the rails”  after only another 30 years  (some 60 years after JC's ministry)   
Then  how much so now? 

We can correctly reason by linear extension how much further,  some 2000 years after JC's ministry,  “1st Century Christianity”  would by greater extent 
morphed into the  “worldly Christianity”  we have today.   By inductive reasoning we can assume virtually  no  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally 
taught by JC and The Apostles remains today in what we are taught by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders to feed their own worldly 
desires!    
Else quite simply we should ask ourselves - 

What did JC teach for 3.5 years,  – because it certainly was not about his murder  (because of Peter’s surprise and following outburst at 
Matt.16v22-23),  furthermore,  most Gospels give a concentrated account of his last 6 months peaking in the final fortnight!    

So,  what was he teaching for 8 hours a day,  7 days a week – for 3 years? 
Moreover,  this teaching was by example,  to the  one/same  audience for at least  three days  (Mark.8v1-3, etc.). 

(Because most worldly Christian leaders would dry up of anything Yahweh would like to hear after about 3 minutes!) 
Quite simply JC was explaining The Tanakh  (God’s Word part 1)  and of its  “seemingly thousands”  of allegories and prophecies set forth by 
Yahweh,  to be later fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age and on into The Millennium –  to become  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”,  where most 
humans shall be purified  (Mark.2v27-28, etc.) 

This is what our  “Professional Leaders of  Religion”  should  be teaching to The World to give  The Foundation and Bedrock  to  “The Word of God”  -  
but sadly all this means absolutely  nothing  to them –  that is why they  ignore  The Old Testament in their sermons and  “presumed exegesis”!    

Quite simply they do  not  care to search and reason upon The Scriptures,  else surely,  they could have generated the same material,  as have I  
-  perhaps at least a millennia ago!   This shows what is  truly  going on within their mind –  generation after generation! 

Please see my dissertation entitled  “Yahweh's Plan given in Genesis”  on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  that repeats some of what JC would have 
taught to The People  (Mark.1v22)  during the early years of his ministry. 
Therefore,  we should ask - 

What is The Crux of  “1st Century Christianity”  and where does  “worldly Christianity”  fall down so badly,  as judged by Yahweh? 
The answer is by precisely understanding Yahweh's  Most Righteous  “Plan for Human Salvation”  as  only  taught by  “1st Century Christianity”  that is  
never  taught today –  and yet as I continue to explain it  (being how it wholly different to what we are taught today),  then by retaliation,  our  
scholars/theologians  are motivated to mindlessly combat it and thus contest  “The Word of God”  (as originally taught by JC for 3 years)  rather than to 
embrace it for their and The World’s gain.   
Quite simply their mindset is wrong, –  being  “worldly”. 
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So,  what does Yahweh  (1) ultimately want,  (2) and what is His Plan to righteously achieve what He ultimately wants? 
It is by  understanding  how to answer these two questions that helps us to delineate between  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and 
the Apostles,  and the  “worldly Christianity”  we have taught today by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 

1.  What does Yahweh want? 
“A perfect society”  without  pain, anguish and suffering of any type,  made so,  because it operates entirely upon Yahweh's Methodology,  
where  “a perfect society”  can  only  be achieved by  agapao/{edifying love}  that is mutually expressed between  all  its members.   
All members choosing not to achieve that required standard  (over their  “2 part life”)  shall be annihilated because they refuse to conform to 
The Standards required for a perfect society by preferring to operate according to worldly methodology that is  “to  self-indulge  to our 
neighbour's hurt”,  leading to the present pain and chaos (Rom.8v22). 

That is what Yahweh Desires to operate into  “The Culmination”. 
The point is   How does Yahweh Righteously attain that end gaol? 
Noting,  Yahweh is   Wholly Righteous and has no desire to annihilate any person (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.2v9). 
If  YOU  the reader having  “infinite authority/capability”  then,  –  How would you achieve this future scenario? 

2.  The answer is by - 
“The Righteous Route”  Yahweh has chosen to run through  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  is to yield  “The (three) Remnants of Israel that 
Return to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22)  to produce a society Isaiah describes at the end of his writings –  of which JC further amplified in his 
ministry. 

I thoroughly describe this  “righteous route”  through my commentaries to The New Testament given on “FutureLife.Org” –  so I do not want to repeat it 
here,  but rather get behind it,  to  understand why  Yahweh has chosen this specific route that makes it  “Righteous”,  so we can understand why  
“worldly Christianity”  as taught today  utterly opposes  Yahweh  (and what He righteously desires to occur)  and hence it becomes   “The Antichrist”. 
Let me begin. 
A  “grouping of people”  require  “leaders”  having capability to personally give direction. 
The leaders gain direction based upon their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  built upon their previous environmental  input/stimuli. 

Thus,  it is these TWO aspects being  (1) The Motivation and  (2) The Environmental input that yields a specific type of  “leader”. 
“The Crux”  is  “The differentiator” - 

1. The Motivation    Is it to be edifying  (1) The Self for whatever/whenever  or  (2) Our neighbour for  whatever/whenever? 
2. The Environmental input    What does our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  motivate us to take from The Environment to yield within 
ourselves to become what we want to return into The Environment? 

These might be difficult terms to get our head around –  but this is key to understanding Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan”  and its interaction with how 
humans operate to bring about  “a perfect society”. 

Yahweh's absolute  “Right to Rule”  is only to instruct previously ignorant entities how to personally behave to yield a perfected environment. 
Yahweh's Methodology is expressed in  “The Word of God”  to give direction and instruction  to yield “a perfect society”,  however this sovereignty to 
lead us in the correct direction for a perfect society was directly challenged by Satan  (Gen.3v1-5)  where Satan gave Eve  an alternative methodology –  
being that   To  contest  Yahweh's Methodology.   

Satan's methodology condenses down to become quite simply   “to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”.   This is what went thorough Satan's 
mind  (beautifully described by allegory at Eze.28v12-19)  to our  (effectively, Satan's “neighbours”)  hurt  (hence we are “victims”). 

That is  “The Crux”  of which Yahweh needs to righteously sort out within  “The Minds”  of  all  participating individuals over a 6000 year timespan. 
The problem faced is twofold  

1.    All  humans operate in  “Self-Denial”  until taught to see the errors of their ways by  repeated  experience. 
2.    All  humans  (justifiably)  like to pamper themselves  (expressing an  animalistic/carnal/fleshly  mind lusting for  “The Immediacy”). 

It is by getting behind these two things to understand how humans operate,   that enables us to understand how Yahweh's Plan righteously operates to 
yield His goal of giving every person an equal opportunity to be part of a perfected society  (over a 2 part life). 
That is why,  as I repeatedly explain in my commentaries the following - 

1.    Yahweh has set in motion a  “2 part life”  for  all  humans  (1John.2v2, 4v14)   being a  “2 part spiritual”  and a  “2 part physical”. 
2.    Yahweh requires His “Early Adopters”  of  “The Firstfruit Harvest”  to later deliver  “The Late Adopters”  of  “The Main Harvest”  over 
the Millennium of (1) above. 

“This Process” becomes Yahweh's  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  that I meticulously explain through my commentaries of The New Testament. 
Put all these observations together and we understand why Yahweh's Plan as explained by both word and deed in the form of “1st Century 
Christianity”  is  “Righteous”;   and exactly why  “worldly Christianity”  being merely a subset of  “Religion”  exhibits itself to be wholly  
“Unrighteous”  and thus sourced by Satan! 

On the face of it –  this statement seems a step too far! 
However,  it is getting behind  “The Practices”  of the present leaders of The World  (in “politics”, “commerce”, and the most hypocritical “religion”)  
that we understand  how  Yahweh is resolving all these issues in  “The Most Righteous Manner”  to yield  “The Perfected Society”  through His  new  
leaders ready for The Millennium –  all thoroughly described within   “FutureLife.Org”. 
Yahweh righteously set in plan by  “allegory and prophesy”  (to substantiate His Omnipotence into the eternity)  His method to resolve  (Gen.3v1-5)  – 
starting at some 10 verses later  (Gen.3v15)  by prophecy of what is to occur,  and then by allegory  (Lev.23v5-27),  His future leaders being  “The  
Proven  Two  Firstfruit Harvests  (John.10v3, 16)  of  (1) The Prophets and  (2) 144000 TCs elected out of the 2 Epoch's of “Israel”  ([1] Jews,  [2] 
Christians]).  These Firstfruits shall rule alongside JCg over The Millennium of what shall be  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  comprising of  “The Resurrected 
World”  (resurrected in stages, as inferred by Isa.65v10 and the allegory of  “Week of Sabbaths”). 
That is a very high-level view of many  thousands  of allegories and prophesies within The Bible that  fully substantiate precisely what I have stated. 
Sadly,  none  of these allegories and prophecies are recognised by our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians,   because quite simply they are   
(1) not  personally motivated to find them  nor  (2) had the environmental stimuli  (within their seminaries)  to look for them  (being merely  clones  of 
past generations taught  “not to think for themselves”  to become slaves of  “Groupthink”, –  else if question then at best,  be declared a heretic and lose 
a living,  or worse, –  be murdered)! 
Consequently,  these people being spiritually part of “Religion”  means  they cannot be considered  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The New Methodology” 
–  because quite simply,  they are not interested in it  (preferring The Old Wine, Luke.5v37-39)  – and hence rejected by Yahweh  (Luke.20v16, etc.).   

However,  The Prophets of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  they were internally motivated to search for something better,  and for them,  it yielded 
JC's 1st Advent  (being something for which they yearned,  but could not achieve  [Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10]).   
Also, the 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age look(ed)  forward to The Millennium and become certainly  “spiritual martyrs”  (and many,  
“physical martyrs”)  in their quest to make this future vista a physical reality.  Therefore,  by so doing, these martyrs become part of  “The 
Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  to fulfil the prophesied 144000  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  quota that enables Yahweh to move to the next stage of 
His  “Most Righteous Plan”  to bring forth JCg's 2nd Advent,  both advents beautifully prophesied some 3800 years ago at Gen.49v8-12. 

We must seek and recognise these  thousands  of allegories and prophecies within The Tanakh  (God’s Word part 1)  of which JC intimately knew and 
comprehensibly explained to the people for 3 years  (Mark.1v22).  JC taught this “Knowledge”  to show  how  Yahweh's plan was righteously unfolding 
to yield The Millennium,  a teaching of which gave  “true glory/honour”  to Yahweh within the minds of  “The Educated Recipients”.   This how Yahweh 
is Personally orchestrating  “The Proceedings”  through His  demonstrably faithful  slaves ultimately over  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”  ([1] Jews,  [2] 
Christians)  to yield the next generation of TCs,  that keeps repeating generation after generation,  until  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  occurs to 
bring forth  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then  “The Millennium”  3.5 years later. 
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All this becomes part of  “The Bedrock”  (Matt.7v24-25)  to cause internal reform within a  sane/reasoning  mind for us to personally throw away 
worldly methodology,  and to fully  imbue/inculcate  Yahweh's Methodology, –  where it is  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  that  causes this 
internal reform within a person  to further yield the HS that personally operates in a fully hearkening person.  Please note the HS’s composite definition 
as accurately defined by “FutureLife.Org” (and not as given by our wholly errant  worldly Christian leaders).   It is through this education process,  
firstly to yield  “The Early Adopters”  during Satan’s 6000 year oppressive reign and then  “The Late Adopters”  are gained from out of  “The 
Resurrected World”  living in The Millennium during Yahweh’s wonderful education period through JCg and  “The Early Adopters”  as  “The New 
World rulers”. 

Therefore,  all humans are given an opportunity to participate within  “a perfected society”. 
Sadly,  virtually all humans  cannot  achieve this ideal standard of having Yahweh's Methodology as “The Spiritual Reality”  of The Millennium 
operating within their mind to become  “The Early Adopters”  (Luke.17v21).  Consequently,  they require  “The Physical Reality”  of The Millennium  
(being the 2nd part of their physical life)  within which to make  “The Transformation within The Mind”  built upon the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of 
God”  to yield the metaphoric DNA of  “the new spiritual creature”  within our mind  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  that makes possible  “The Perfect Society”. 
Now we can understand how all this righteously operates over what must be a  “2 part spiritual”  and  “2 part physical”  life,  where humans are given 
the opportunity to be  accurately  taught  “The Word of God”.  This process is in direct contrast to  “the unrighteous nonsense”  we are taught today by 
our  worldly  Christian leaders having passed God's Word through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19  to yield the  “worldly Christianity”  that we have 
taught by both word and deed today. 
Where,  we must understand,  JC was not  “shutting the door after the horse had bolted”  with regard to  “The Pharisees”  in his teaching by parables  
(throughout The Gospels)  and admonishment  (Matt. Chapter 23),  but rather he was  looking forward  into The Gospel Age of some 2000 years and  
giving by warning of what was to occur  in  “The Christian Nation”  (as “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  by its future worldly driven leaders! 
As I stated at the  lead-in  to this subsection,   Yahweh is  “seeking by Election”  the validated 144000 TCs who precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  
(1Pet.2v5-9, Matt.20v16, 22v14) -  to demonstrate to The World they  were  truly motivated  to personally move forward  Yahweh's  “Most Righteous 
Plan for Human Salvation”  onto its next incremental step.   For example,  William Tyndale did precisely this – he brought  “The Word of God”  to  “The 
People”  in their own language and was duly murdered for it by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  because he imitated  JC's ministry/lifestyle  
(John.11v47-53, John.16v1-4).  He demonstrably showed to  “The Watching/Judging World”,  the transformation within The Mind to become a faithful 
slave to Yahweh and thus perhaps deserving of future Sonship to Yahweh.    

So how can humans of  “The Resurrected World”  object to people like Steven of  Acts.7v59-60, James of Acts.12v1-3,  Paul (assumed to be 
martyred in a Rome)  and perhaps,  William Tyndale to take their respective places to rule over us? 

Should we complain when we have  never  put ourselves into the positions as they did,  to further increment Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”,  
noting specifically what Paul taught us about Abraham  (Rom.4v1-5,  please read my local commentaries)? 

This is where  “1st Century Christianity”  is wholly different to  “worldly Christianity”.  
“1st Century Christianity”  is  “searching out”  martyrs for  “The Cause”  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  but by contrast,  “worldly 
Christianity”  instructs us by both word and demonstrable deed  (in its hierarchy)  to  acquiesce  within the present world   (to  excuse  ourselves in what 
we do) –  because what the present World delivers is supposedly better  (Num.11v1-9).   Just repeating – Yes,  this citation of Num.11v1-6 is the correct 
reference when we make the following appropriate allegoric substitutions  

Egypt = Worldly methodology 
Jews = Christians 
Fancy food = Worldly returns to please the  animalistic/carnal/fleshly  mind. 
Manna = “The Word of God”  to feed our fleshly body  (The Deportment/Lifestyle  [hence references to The Arc of The Covenant and JC]). 
Canaan = The Millennium operating under Yahweh's Methodology 

This becomes  “The Crux”, –  we are to get under what is presented to us in the manner our leaders  (of politics, religion,  and commerce)  wherever 
within society  (throughout its social structure)  of  “The Present World”  operate and instil within our mind –  because going back to the beginning of 
this piece,  it is their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to take  “The  First/Most”  within present society that  brings forth  “The Ills”  within our society.  
By contrast,  it is  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”  (personally)  taking  “The Last/Least”  within this present World  (thereby showing a  
humble/contrite  mind)  who shall be  given  (by Yahweh)  “The First/Most”  within society   (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.1v31, Luke.13v30, etc.)   as  “The  
Co-Heirs/Inheritors”  (Rom.8v17, 23,  2Tim.4v6-8, James.1v18,  1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v5)  alongside JCg  (Matt.12v48-50, 20v23)  over  “The Inheritance”  
(being  “The Resurrected World”,  allegorically,  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”). 
Therefore,  we understand - 

It is  not  through  “Religion”  (of the last 6000 years)  we fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
It is  not  through  “Religious”  customs,  myths,  pilgrimages,  icons,  nonsense/unrighteous exegesis,  (Matt.23v23)  we achieve salvation.   
It is  not  through   “The Pretence of Worship”  of  “I scratch Your back and You will scratch my back”  (being worldly methodology)  that we 
shall supposedly gain a favourable return from  “The Almighty God”,  Yahweh! 

Yahweh utterly detests and abhors  “Religion”  that operates upon  “worldly methodology”  yielding what we witness throughout  “Religion”  (hence 
Rev.18v4)  being what has been created by worldly minds pretending to represent  “The Almighty God”  (of whatever  “Religion”  presents to be  “The 
Supreme Deity”)! 
But it is  only  through the personal transformation of our mind over a 2 part process for us  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  that shall finally 
yield  “a perfected Environment”  that Yahweh  agapao/phileo/storge  (edifying/attractively/family  loves)  within those people fulfilling His Desire. 
It is only by what is precisely taught in a good  (a faithful translation and not a worldly interpretation)  Bible that Yahweh has   “Shown the Way”. 

Those people teaching anything,  other than what Yahweh  {agapao/phileo loves to be taught},  are detested by Yahweh –  because it takes  
“The Focus”  off what is required to yield  “a righteous society”  into The Eternity! 

The Bible teaches us how to achieve that   “Perfected Goal”. 
It is  “The Early Adopters”  who attain this goal within their mind  (Luke.17v21)  while operating under the present pain and distraction of Satan's all-
encompassing methodology  (Eph.2v2)  who shall become  “The  Justified/Validated  Rulers”  of this  new  “Physical Society”  in The Millennium. 
However,  for the rest of us having minds too stubborn to reform when  “The Present World”  is too attractive  (Matt.13v20-22)  under Satan’s present 
methodology,  then we personally require  “The Reality”  of  “The Future Millennium”  to help us make  “The Required Transformation”  to ultimately 
yield  “The Perfected Society”  operating under Yahweh’s Methodology! 
That is very much a bare outline of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught through both word and deed by JC and The Apostles, –  which is why  “The 
Professional Leaders of Religion”  detested it  (John.11v47-53, John.16v1-4, Matt.26v4)  and specifically why  “1st Century Christianity”  was morphed 
into  “worldly Christianity”  by  the new leaders  (“antichrists”  to  “The Fulfilment of  The  Christ/Anointed”)  teaching of a “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4).   
Quite simply,   

A Christian Leader cannot gain any worldly return from  “1st Century Christianity”  except personal pain and suffering by The World  
(John.17v13-18),  but from  “Religion”  then leaders can get all manner of worldly return to satisfy “The Immediacy” of an animalistic mind! 

This is precisely why we are  called/invited  to imitate Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.),  to become  lay-preachers  (Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12)  
because we separate worldly things for the fleshly body,  and heavenly things for the spiritual mind  (Matt.6v24, 22v20-22),  being that we show to The 
World a purity to what  “The Word of God”  means in our lifestyle  -  where  “The Word of God”  is  not  forced through  Rev.22v18-19  to yield a worldly 
return! 
It is obvious,  “professional Christian”  leaders being paid by The World to deliver what The World wants to hear  cannot  be impartial by definition –  
and that is why TCs have a secular occupation for income for the fleshly body,  because they  can and do  separate  (1) The World from  (2) what Yahweh 
demands of people called  “Christians”  and thus the TCs purely give God's Word for absolutely  no  worldly return  (except “religious persecution”). 

Can the reader understand this? 
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Because it is precisely what The Bible teaches us –  but it is  never  taught by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  for obvious reasons! 
Then,  we return full circle back to the difference between  “1st Century Christianity”  and  “worldly Christianity”! 

All this is high-level reasoning, –  but  personally  examine  “The Scriptures”  for detailed low-level knowledge and  then  examine Christian leaders! 
Then  YOU  with fidelity,  personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle -  as did Paul! 

Perhaps then,  Yahweh may deem  YOU  worthy to rule alongside JCg and Paul in The Millennium to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”! 
That is,  assuming YOU desire that wonderful new society,  (because sadly,  there shall be many people now who prefer living off the efforts of 
their neighbours –  “to be self-indulging to their neighbour's hurt”,  even to continue within  “The New Society” (Rev.20v7-15, 22v15) –  and 
thus regrettably,  they shall ultimately face  “annihilation”  after refusing to personally reform!) 

Personal  “Reform”  to precisely imitate our savour, JC,  must  occur in our  “2 part life”  for our ultimate salvation,  so why not start now? 
Best start now to fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  else witnesses might think  “worldly people”  (religious leaders)  do  not  really believe in The Millennium! 
A 4th revision addition. 
JC gave us - 

1. The Ministry  for us to personally reform our Mind so  we personally  perfect the 2nd part of spiritual life. 
2. The Ransom Sacrifice  for  Yahweh to righteously give us  a 2nd part physical life. 

The above both,  working together  yields our  “{to breath{}/life/soul/{conscious existence}”  in The Millennium and shall give to us,  as individuals,  
salvation beyond The Millennium when JC’s cover over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (Mark.2v27-28, John.19v31, 20v1)  is removed,   we stand (achieve 
everlasting life)  or fall (become annihilated)  upon our own personal decision as to whether we personally choose to imitate JC,  or not! 
As one can see from the above reasoning  -  the words  “Religious Leader”  do not exist -  and they are thus  superfluous to our salvation! 

This teaching by JC and The Apostles was obviously detested by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.11v47-53)  and that is why  
“Religious Leaders”  were motivated to kill JC and the Apostles   (and anyone else who exposed “Religion’s”  hypocrisy,  Luke.12v1)! 

Furthermore, completely contrary to anything our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will state - 
Yahweh  (The Almighty God of The Universe)  desires  no  human to exist into The Eternity  (after The Millennium). 
Yahweh  only  desires people who precisely imitate JC’s deportment to exist after The Millennium. 

So therefore,  let us get the practice in now – so we have a good prospect of salvation into and beyond The Millennium,  and perhaps we  may/could  
become a future  “Son of God”  to lead by example  in The Millennium and turn around The Members of  “The Resurrected World”  to copy JC’s 
deportment so they too might achieve personal salvation after JC’s cover over The Millennium is removed. 
As a last thought of mine freely given to the reader when considering “The One Topic”  within this epistle. 
In my conclusion to  “absolutely everything”  presently occurring on this planet – if we personally  “really care”  about  “The Future of Mankind”  and 
are passionately concerned about the present welfare of every deprived person living in wretched conditions on this planet – then the  ONLY  way we can 
personally bring this pain and suffering to an end,  is  to become a validated TC.    
In this manner we are  proving/validating  the following  (to The Watching/Judging World) - 

1. Our  spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  is a slave  to Yahweh’s Methodology  (for us “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”). 
2. JC as  “The Word of God” is truly “The Master”  of our mind – we freely choose  not  to nurture worldly methodology. 
3. We have  personally taken upon ourselves  Ownership, Responsibility, and become Accountable with  “The Word of God”. 
4. To be worthy rulers to  lead by example  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
5. We have become  internally sufficiently  robust/stoic  to reject our own unique human  weaknesses/vices  and remain on the new path to show 

we have the  one/same  genetic spiritual DNA as Yahweh,  personally built upon God’s Word (JC, Rev.19v13),  to be  “Sons of Abraham”  and 
personally fulfil our side of The Agreement for  “The Promise of Sonship”. 

6. The  genuine refinement of our former reasoning mind  being initially weakened to always follow “Worldly Paths”  in  my/our  own chosen 
path  (of severe internal conflict in the Mind),  consistently excusing  my/ourselves to be the supposedly acceptable “Worldly Thing” to do.  

7. The above  yields/shows  “Real Faith”  of  “Accurate Knowledge + Assurance (competence/authority) + Fidelity  (to Yahweh’s Knowledge). 
The above route  is incredibly painful – being a real personal sacrifice  to wrench the mind  away from what other people deem as  “Normal Behaviour”. 

But personal sacrifice must occur,  if we as an individual,  truly want to bring this present evil system to a close. 
A person struggling to be TC internally suffers when a  brother/sister/neighbour  suffers – he/she  has the empathy of hurt falling upon them. 

We must clearly understand,  we cannot close this present World by working to  “its rules/systems”,  but rather,  only by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Yahweh will not move to close this present worldly system until He has His 144000  proven/validated  leaders for  “The Next Phase of Human Salvation”,  
where He requires JCg and 144000  new  “Sons of God”  (out of JCg’s creation)  proven to have the HS working within them,  thereby being competent 
to personally use Yahweh’s  infinite capability  working through them to reform The World,  beginning in the mid-21st Century CE.    Amen! 

Therefore,  for this to occur then it is very much a  personal issue to wholly change  our  “presently natural”  “Way of Thinking”  to 
personally fulfil the seven items in the above listing,  with (5) being the most difficult and will take  many, many, many  years to satisfactorily 
do  (as I am mentally struggling with my resurfaced only vice,  as I write this piece  [no one is immune to vice, we all have them, one or many,  
that must be suppressed, Rom.7v23]).   However,  when having  “The Complete Knowledge”  as sourced by Yahweh of which we aim to 
replicate in our life  (upon which we can mentally use),  then Yahweh shall not forget us and rush in to rescue from the temporary tribulation  
(1Cor.10v13).   

This temptation  proves/validates  “how real is our Faith”  when we face what appears a solid wall barrier (a vice)  to the 
fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire in ourselves to remain perfect to His Requirements!   This will often require us to look at the problem 
from a different angle and rely upon Yahweh to intervene  within our mind –  by suggestion  (often by us recalling “The Known 
Word of God”). 

Moreover,  the TCs must face these difficulties for two important reasons - 
1. TCs shall have empathy with “The Resurrected Humas having previously failed these temptations”,  being positioned as 

leaders not to gloat,  but rather these TCs  (then kings/priests)  are best placed to help members within The Resurrected 
World in how best to reform,  based upon their own personal experience. 

2. TCs have truly proved themselves worthy with  “The Word of God”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  by these leaders 
having quelled the temptations when originally faced in the 1st part of their physical life. 

While a vice might grow to overwhelm a person having no “Real Faith”;  by contrast,  a person actively aiming to be a TC can crush the vice whenever 
it surfaces by contextualising the vice and thereby minimising it within Yahweh’s grand scheme of things,  to be actively aiming for Yahweh’s Goal and 
become co-heirs  (Rom.8v17, 23)  alongside The Apostles to bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind in The Millennium”!   This shows we truly  
agapao/{edifying love}  our neighbour! 
If we personally cannot do all the items in the above seven staged listing during the 1st part of our physical life as deemed by Yahweh,  then we fail 
“Sonship”  and further delay  “The 1st Resurrection”  (by not being part of it),  thereby endorsing the present worldly methodology and of its  
pain/suffering  within people who  (not realising it)  were personally looking to  someone/you/me  who had  “The Knowledge”  to release them from their 
present  pain/distress/suffering! 

That is  the true reality  of the situation on this planet  -  Today! 
Therefore,  we must perfectly complete the above listing – because - 

1. When we  “have The Knowledge”  then we become indebted to JC for us to personally sacrifice ourselves to make all the above occur,  
because he originally likewise sacrificed himself for us as individuals,  to begin  “The Route for Mankind’s Salvation”. 

2. Because ultimately,  The World will look to us (as leaders) for its salvation,  and we must exhibit ourselves as being worthy for  “The 
Resurrected World”  to then sacrifice its original values,  for its members to ideally become  “The Spiritual Children”  of JCg (husband)  and 
of us (wife).  Moreover,  these  “Late Adopters”  reformed during The Millennium become  “The Grandchildren of Yahweh”! 
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I really cannot put the above more simply -  than as stated above. 
This  is  “1st Century Christianity”  of which JC and The Apostles taught by both words,  and more importantly,  by deportment,  to then become  
“The Wisdom of God”. 

It is presently  truly difficult  to make this required transformation of The Mind  (John.6v60)  because of Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19. 
That is why we must personally gain  “Real Faith”  (by entirely leaving the “blind faith” of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4)! 

Amen. 
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though 
they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much 
superior to the more popular schisms  (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 
 


